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ABSTRACT
Knowledge is becoming one of the main assets for organizations that want to improve
their competitiveness in currently changing market. Knowledge comes from different
sources within organizations, such as internal processes, projects, customers and
stakeholder information. As markets and the way of doing things changes, many
companies implement different projects to deal with those changes, which leads to
accumulation of knowledge and information. Companies use Knowledge Management
to create, identify and distribute knowledge and experiences arising from projects
within organisation. However, as projects are done to create unique deliverables and
they are never the same, there is a difficulty in efficiently capturing project’s
knowledge. The use of Knowledge Management in project environment sets an
increasing importance, as it increases success of projects, although it brings the
problem of successful creation and exchange of knowledge. This is mostly defined by
the lack of defined Project Knowledge Management framework. Based on this, success
or failure of projects highly depends on ability and willingness of people to create the
knowledge and exchange it with other people within projects and organization and it
also depends on culture and environment organizations creates for their employees.
The software applications that are available to manage the knowledge coming from the
projects are very complex and require a number of applications integration in order to
successfully implement the process of knowledge and Project Management.

The following research and analysis of Project and Knowledge Management
methodologies reveal how the knowledge arising from the projects can be captured and
shared within the projects and organization. The practice of management of project
knowledge within Irish Financial Organization is examined to define how the process
implemented in the real world practices. As an outcome, this research describes more
suitable PKM organizational methodology and software that is suitable for
management of project knowledge in IT project environment.

Keywords: Project Management, Knowledge Management, Project Knowledge,
Management Framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Introduction

This chapter provides the background and introduction to the dissertation. Section 1.1
describes an overview of the dissertation, which followed by the research problem in
Section 1.2. The intellectual challenges of the dissertation are stated in Section 1.3 with
research aim and objectives stated in Section 1.4. The research methodology is provided
in Section 1.5 and the resources used for the dissertation defined in Section 1.6. And
finally, the structure and organization of dissertation is stated in Section 1.7.

1.2.

Introduction to dissertation

This dissertation introduces the concept of project and Project Management. It defines
what Project Management is, how it has progressed throughout the years, people who
are involved in projects, general project phases, benefits and obstacles of PM. This
research establishes difference between IT and non-IT projects and also exploits nonproject management techniques for management of projects. Then, different PM
methodologies, such as PMBOK, PRINCE2, RAD and Agile are reviewed in detail to
define what is included in their implementation. The practices of Project Management
throughout the years, project success and failures are also defined and examined.

Dissertation then introduces the concept of Knowledge Management. It
describes what Knowledge Management is, how it has progressed throughout the years
and factors that are driving KM. It also defines what knowledge is and different types of
knowledge. KM framework and its phases are reviewed along with components of KM
and challenges it has. The process of human learning is also reviewed within this
dissertation, as it plays a major part in learning and sharing the knowledge and
information. Dissertation identifies different technologies used for KM and describes
1

evolution of IT and its eras, as IT plays a significant role in storing knowledge and
sharing it among people.

Dissertation then examines how knowledge is managed within projects. It
defines how KM can help to improve a project implementation and its deliverables. The
sources of knowledge on the projects are established as well as categories of projectcreated knowledge. The ways of how knowledge is shared within the projects and the
organisation and how knowledge from the projects is learned by individual, group and
organisation are explained in this dissertation. Also, the strategies for PKM are
reviewed along with knowledge coming from each of project phases and reasons,
challenges and benefits of PKM.
As technology is very important for capturing and distributing knowledge and
also is essential for management of project implementation, the dissertation reviews
different software packages that can facilitate PKM.

This dissertation also defines and evaluates the experiment that was performed
to identify the importance and implementation of KM and PKM in an Irish Financial
organisation, as the prime concern to this research is usage of KM within project
environment. The outcome of which have a significant implications for future projects
from a strategic and organisational point of view. The experiment was carried out in a
form of survey and the participants of which were the people who involved in different
IT project at their work. The structure of the survey, audience and approach that was
taken to conduct the experiment is described in the dissertation. The survey results are
examined, analysed and compared to literature review of research part of dissertation to
establish how PKM is carried out in the real-world practices versus the theory.

This project also reviewed in detail the software used for PKM in an Irish
Financial organisation and examined it against PKM requirements in the second
experiment. The results and analysis of the second survey are documented, which
defines usefulness of PKM software used by organisation from users’ point of view.
And finally the dissertation lists future work and recommendations on PKM.
2

1.3.

Background

The main aim of dissertation was to investigate ways of managing knowledge in project
environment in order to establish how PKM can be carried out within organizations in
order to improve capture and exchange of knowledge that comes from projects
implementation. There is enormous amount of literature available on PM and KM,
however, based on secondary research carried out in this dissertation, information that is
specific to PKM aspect is very limited. From existing literature in this field, there could
be identified a number of approaches that can be used to manage knowledge coming
from projects, although there is no defined PKM framework that currently exists, as
were defined by secondary research. The reason for the lack of PKM framework can be
due to the fact that it is difficult to establish, as all of the projects are unique and require
different resources and activities for their implementation. The research investigates the
dynamics between KM and PM and flexibility of business strategy that allows
facilitating both methodologies. Which in turn facilitates organization and employees
with information required for better decision making as well as saves time and resources
usage on the project by reasonable amount.

Project Management is used by many organisations in order to create unique
developments. Project Management in itself is a complex, multi-dimensional process,
which not always can be successful. Project Management is a discipline, which helps to
organise, plan, manage and execute work on the project in order to achieve specific
targets or goals. In order to improve the success of projects, improve their management
and decision making process, Knowledge Management could prove very beneficial.
According to literature and practice, Knowledge Management is used to create, identify
and distribute the knowledge and experiences within organisation. Activities that are
required to establish Knowledge Management on the projects consists of activities such
as capturing, organising, refining and exchange of captured knowledge. Many
companies record the Work Breakdown System, “lessons learned”, templates and others
thing from the performed project, but they lack capture of knowledge and experiences
obtained from the projects implementation and lack methods of sharing and reusing
such knowledge. This can be due to variety of reasons, which can include lack of time
and resources or inability of management to underline the importance of having
3

knowledge captured and shared. It was found during research that the lack of
Knowledge Management can lead to project failure, as no documents may exist to
support implementation of current and future projects.

Many studies, which are mentioned further in this dissertation, underline that
constant knowledge transfer has a big impact on success of the project. According to
Ajmal and Koskinen (2008), organisations should enforce importance of Knowledge
Management into their culture in order to produce one project culture that uses one
collective information system. This would benefit organisations as it would add the
competitive advantage to them, as well as reduce duration and costs of the projects. The
experiences and knowledge from the past projects can serve as a base for the future
projects and can be used to solve different project related obstacles. PKM is also
beneficial to the people involved in the projects, such as project team members or
project managers and other stakeholders, as it gives documented knowledge information
about each performed project. As well as that, PKM is beneficial to customers and
sponsors of the project, as project outcomes may be delivered in more efficient way.

1.4.

Intellectual challenges

Detailed academic research and definition of effective PKM model was a major
challenge for the dissertation. The Project Management Institute has touched on the
topic of PKM over the last few years, underlying the importance of its implementation.
The challenge for the dissertation was to find the best possible way to combine Project
Management and Knowledge Management so that it can be most beneficial for the
organisations and projects. The need for the research was required in order to learn and
establish how both Knowledge Management and Project Management can work in
conjunction with each other and how to get people participation in the PKM processes.

A second challenge was to carry out experiments that were required to establish
KM and PKM practices in the business world and compare them to literature review of
research. A third challenge was the analysis of gathered information from the surveys.
The requirement of producing questionnaires that had all necessary questions, but which
4

did not lead the subject was very complex task. The reason for such can be attributed to
people’s unfamiliarity with the subject or their perception of the topic.

1.5.

Research objectives

The main aim of the dissertation was to investigate the ways and challenges of
Knowledge Management in project environment in order to identify Project-Knowledge
model, which combines two management disciplines into one and which improves
capture of knowledge in project environment.

The following objectives have been achieved throughout the dissertation and
contributed to the overall outcome:

 Research of the insights of Project and Knowledge Management disciplines and
techniques available for implementation of both disciplines.
 Investigation and evaluation of ways of how KM can be applied to PM during
the implementation of projects.
 Definition of influences and different organizational factors in regards to PKM
processes.
 Completed experiments in form of surveys, which were conducted by people
who are involved in different IT projects at work. Experiments helped to
establish people’s opinions on currently used project models in regards to PKM
and to analyse how Knowledge Management within the projects can be
improved.
 Evaluation of opinions of people directly involved in standard Project
Management process to understand the efficiency of PKM in practice.
 Review and analysis of current leading PPM software packages to identify
features available for knowledge capture and exchange within projects.
Evaluation of chosen software was performed to define its usefulness for PKM.
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1.6.

Research methodology

Research approach relied on extensive literature review on PM, KM and management of
knowledge on the projects. This was followed by exploratory work that was conducted
by surveying people involved in projects at their workplace. The organisation involved
in the experiments is in the field of Finance Services, where the department that
conducted surveys is strongly involved in different kinds of projects. The main
objective of exploratory work was to identify the techniques, tools and technologies that
are used to facilitate the capture and sharing of project knowledge as well as their
effectiveness. Surveys consisted of open and close ended questions, which were aimed
to obtain views, opinions and thoughts of people in regards to PKM practices.
In order to successfully reach the aim and objectives that were set out for this
dissertation, the methodology used for the dissertation included the following steps:

 Review of literature – the secondary research was conducted by using sources
like journal publications, Internet, books and commercial studies. Information
gained from literature review was used as a base for the primary research of
dissertation.
 Review of existing projects – review of projects in current environment, in order
to underline their implementation, problems and outcomes.
 Review of PPM and PKM software – review of leading PPM software in order
to establish its capabilities to manage knowledge on projects. PPM software
features and functionalities were examined to define the software that is most
suitable for PKM and PM implementation.
 Experiments/Surveys – primary research consisted of two surveys that were
implemented to define opinions and observations of people who have been
involved in different projects. Surveys were carried out for IT projects that use
PMBOK Project Management model. Surveys were performed in order to identify
what can be improved on the projects in terms of capturing knowledge and
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experience as well as sharing it. Analysis, evaluation and conclusions of
participant’s opinions were carried out for each of the surveys.
 Critical analysis – of secondary and primary research and current PKM practices,
as well as its advantages and disadvantages were also completed.

1.7.

Scope and limitations

The main limitation to the dissertation was a lack of information that is available on
topic of Project Knowledge Management. There is very little literature currently
available in that field. Also, as this area has not yet been formally defined, this had
added to complexity of research.

Another challenge was to carry out the experiments. The experiments were
performed in form of surveys that were completed by employees of an Irish Financial
organisation. As people are busy at their work and not always willing to participate, the
experiments were at risk of not being completed on time or completed by not
sustainable for experiment amount of people. To overcome this challenge the surveys
were distributed at the earlier date and to a greater amount of people.

As part of dissertation the PPM software practice was reviewed against its
functionality, which helps to manage project implementation and knowledge coming
from the projects. The software was relatively new to the selected department of the
chosen organisation, which resulted in limited amount of people that were available to
evaluate the software and participate in the experiment.

1.8.

Organisation of the Dissertation

Dissertation is organised in the way that shows the research in a logical way, where one
of research topic leads to the next one creating logically linked chain. The literature
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research leads to the experimentation and then to analysis and conclusions of
dissertation as follows:

Chapter two reviews the current literature on PM and provides the definition of
PM. This chapter also describes different methodologies that are used for PM, and
benefits and disadvantages associated with each methodology. Finally, the chapter
examines PM practices throughout the years, its success and failures.

Chapter three reviews the current literature on KM and discusses the definition
of KM. This chapter also describes the concept of knowledge, types of knowledge, KM
components and KM framework. Finally, the chapter reviews different technologies that
are used for KM and the evolution of IT and its eras in relation to KM.

Chapter four reviews the current literature on PKM, and discusses how
different knowledge coming from the projects can be captured and shared within
organisation and projects in the efficient way. This chapter also defines categories of
project knowledge, strategies for PKM, PKM challenges and benefits.

Chapter five reviews most used software tools, which are used by many
organisations worldwide to manage projects and projects portfolios. Each of software
tools is reviewed in regards to its functionality and ability to support PM and PKM and
each of the tools are compared to one another to define differences between them.

Chapter six describes and analyses the experiment, which evaluates KM and
PKM practices in Irish Financial organisation. The experiment took place in form of a
survey and showed current practices of PKM in real business world.

Chapter seven describes and evaluates the experiment that was implemented to
define usability of Clarity tool in regards to management of projects and knowledge on
projects as seen by Irish Financial organisation.

Chapter eight provides a summary of the carried out research, discusses future
work in the area and formulates some recommendations.
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2. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

2.1. Introduction

This chapter introduces the concept of project and Project Management. It describes
what Project Management is, how it has progressed throughout the years, people who
are involved it projects, general project phases, benefits and obstacles of PM. The
difference between IT and non-IT projects are also examined along with non-project
management techniques for management of projects. Following from this, different PM
methodologies are reviewed to see how each one is done and what is included into their
implementation. The chapter also reviews the practices of Project Management, project
success and failures and defines how failures on the projects can be avoided.

2.2. Project and Project Management

‘A project is a combination of resources pulled together to create something that did
not previously exist …’
-

Cleland and Ireland, 2002

Project in itself is a temporary effort that is taken to create a unique outcome and to
achieve specific goals (PMBOK, 2005). Project Management Institute defines a project
as “... a temporary endeavour undertaken to produce a unique product, service or
result” (PMBOK, 2005). For example, a project can be a creation of new software or a
car, whereas the production of thousand of cars or software programs is not a project.
Many organisations implement different projects. Projects are done in different
environments such as IT, construction, military, hospital and other industries. Each
project produces some sort of an outcome and every project has a beginning and the end
(Verzuh, E., 2005). PM is used to predict as many dangers and problems as possible and
to plan, organise and control activities so that projects are completed successfully in
spite of all risks (Lock, D., 2007). PM helps people involved in the projects, as it
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provides them with step-by-step activities, inputs, outputs and tools that can be used at
each of project phases. Figure 10.1 in APPENDIX A shows how PM fits in within the
organisation.

2.3. Project Management History

Project Management started to emerge since 1900’s, but as technology changes, market
and customer requirements change and competition is getting tougher, the new ways to
manage different projects are being identified regularly as can be seen from following
Figure:

Figure 2.1: Project Management evolution
(Source: Lock, D., 2007)

The first requirement for PM has occurred after the World War II and when U.S.
entered into a Cold War, as in order to win the Cold War there was a need to compete in
arms race and rapidly build weapons of mass destruction (Kerzner, H., 2006). As this
were a large scale projects with thousand contractors involved, the need for one person,
project manager, was identified in order to have a single point of contact and to have a
person who had accountability for all of the stages of the project. Also NASA has
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started to deploy PM in its activities regarding the space programs (Kerzner, H., 2006).
Since 1950’s PM was viewed as ‘nice to have’ process by many companies, but not
necessary for the company’s survival. Towards 1990’s, PM started to gain more
importance due to things like economic down-turn and the fact that companies were
under competitive pressure to create quality products within shorter time periods in
order to survive (Kerzner, H., 2006). Currently, PM has become a weapon for
competitive advantage and is used by many companies in different industries, such as
telecommunications, IT, healthcare and construction. In the future Project Management
appears set to continue to gain recognition and it will be used by most of organizations
and take permanent place at the top levels of those organizations. According to industry
experts, PM growth will continue as it expands its application to more and more sectors
and is being embedded as part of mainstream management. PM has evolved from the
management of a single project, to the management of programmes and onwards to
project portfolio management, which places it at the strategic heart of organizations
(PM Trends Issue 177, 2009).

2.4. Projects and non Project Management techniques

Projects can be managed efficiently or in a way that results in low morale, poor
productivity and ineffectiveness. PM helps to achieve success and to perform activities
both effectively, for example resource allocation, and efficiently, for example customer
satisfaction. When PM technique is not used for the project implementation, other
management techniques can be used to manage the project as shown by the following
Figure:

Figure 2.2: Patterns of PM
(Source: Kliem, R., Ludin, I. and Robertson, K., 1997)
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 Management by crisis - project managers find themselves constantly reacting
rather than pro-acting. If something happens, they are trying to fix it. Project
managers face no win situation and are unable to take initiative.
 Management by confusion – Project Management is similar in a way to a
person walking around with one foot nailed to the floor; the person walks around
and around repeating the steps. Projects are extremely inefficient and have a lot
of duplication effort. This results in little or no progress with a waste of needles
money.
 Management by drives - can be compared to a person walking through a valley
and suddenly climbing a step mountain. Not much happens on the project for a
period of time and then suddenly towards the end, a mad rush to finish the
project occurs. Employees work long hours and project ends in escalated costs
with suffering work quality.
 Management by efficiency and effectiveness – management of projects by
using PM methodology. Projects are well management where project managers
are in control of the projects. Project team is aware about the responsibilities and
project mangers know what they priorities are and know what resources are
required to address those priorities.

2.5. IT Projects and Project Management

‘Managing the IT project means managing of the total effort and ensuring that the
various components integrate to produce the desired final product’

-

Taylor, J., 2004

The various components for IT projects include things such as software, hardware,
communications, conversions and system deployment. There are a number of things that
make IT projects different from the projects in other areas, which include unique IT
related risks, the rapid development requirements to meet rush-to-market demands, the
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short life of technology and multiple dependencies with other projects (Taylor, J.,
2004). In order to successfully manage IT projects, the management approach must be
constantly updated in order to reflect the current business environment and management
processes and tools must be adapted to account for specific characteristics of IT
environment (Taylor, J., 2004). A number of factors make IT projects highly risky.
Three of the main factors that stand out include size, how far strong PM disciplines are
applied and the degree of technology maturity (Guah, M., 2009). In IT projects the
emphasis are placed on two lifecycles as shown by the following Figure:

Figure 2.3: IT Project Lifecycle
(Source: Dalcher, D. and Brodie, L., 2007)

PM and System Development Lifecycle must be compatible with each other to facilitate
timely information flow among them. PM Lifecycle includes generic phases, which are
described in more detail further in Section 2.5. There are a number of different System
Development Lifecycles approaches that are concerned with organising systems
engineering work of the project, which categorised as follows (Dalcher, D. and Brodie,
L., 2007):
 Sequential - project work completed within one monolithic cycle. Progress is in
linear fashion with control being passed on to the next sequential stage when
predefined milestones are achieved. The approach is resistant to change and has
a need for correction and rework.
 Incremental – project functionality is divided into a number of distinct
deliverable increments. As each increment is completed, it is delivered to the
customer, so the system grows in functionality at each release.
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 Prototyping – prototype is a small working model of a part of system
development with the intent of testing out some ideas and seeing how they
work.
 Evolutionary – system evolves over time, the requirements are not fixed and
the intention is to obtain and respond to customer feedback as system develops.
The system developed in small iterative cycles, where each cycle is delivered to
the customer and any relevant feedback is used in subsequent cycles.

There are a number of SDLC models used for IT projects implementation. The most
used ones are shown by the following Figure:

Figure 2.4: System Development Lifecycle models
(Source: adapted from Dalcher, D. and Brodie, L., 2007)
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General characteristics and differences of IT and non-IT projects are described by the
following table:

Table 2.1: IT vs. Non-IT projects characteristics
(Source: Taylor, J., 2004)

2.6. Project Management Components

As stated by Kerzner (2009), each of the projects involves a number of people and is
considered to be any series of activities and tasks which:
 Have a specific objective to be completed within certain specification;
 Have defined start and end dates;
 Have funding limits;
 Consume human and non human resources (for example money, people and
equipment);
 Are multifunctional (cut across several functional lines);
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Project Management in itself is ‘the process of application of knowledge, skills, tools,
and techniques to project activities in order to meet project requirements’ (PMBOK,
2005). Project Management contains three main elements, as shown by Figure 2.5,
without which it will not be possible.

Figure 2.5: PM Elements
(Source: Lewis, J., 2005)

Companies, project managers and teams are the people that do the work that result in
outcomes and achievement of objectives. Implementation of all activities, processes and
tasks solely depends on people. Tools are another element of PM that used to implement
management of projects. Tools like PM software, PERT charts tools, analysis tools,
scheduling software and other tools are frequently used on the projects. And finally, the
third PM component are the systems that are necessary for implementation of the
project phases and activities.

There are a number of people involved in the projects implementation as can be
seen from following Figure. Each of them has different roles, responsibilities and inputs
on the project.
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Figure 2.6: People involved in Project
(Source: Kliem, R., Ludin, I. and Robertson, K., 1997)

Each project must have a Project Manager who is ultimately responsible for success or
failure of the project (Heerkens, G., 2001). Project Manager is responsible for planning
project phases, running the project, making sure that all people involved in the project
are being communicated with and resolving any occurred risks and obstacles. Project
Team is a part of any project, as these are the people who are involved in implementing
different phases of the project. Functional Managers also may have involvement in the
project as they have the responsibility to provide resources to accomplish project
objectives (Kerzner, H., 2009). Stakeholders also have involvement in the project, as
stakeholder can be a project sponsor, customer or a person who will be affected by the
performed project. Project Management Office (PMO) is a project department that
supports and guides each project implementation by providing templates, PMIS,
methodologies, policies, “lessons learned” and other useful information for the project
implementation and also supports the project team. More detailed governance of PMO
is represented by Figure 10.2 in APPENDIX A. Having all those people on the project
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still can result in a project being unsuccessful, as stated by Kerzner (2009), for
successful project implementation the project must achieve the following objectives:

 Project must be completed on time;
 Project must be completed within the budget;
 Project must be completed at desired performance and technology level;
 Utilise the assigned resources effectively and efficiently;
 Accepted by the customer;

Also for project to be successful, project constraints must be managed and balanced
among each other. If one of the constraints is given more attention than the others, then
other ones may be affected making project to fail (PMBOK, 2005). There are three main
constraints that affect project performance, which are shown by the Figure 2.7 of project
triple constraints triangle:

Figure 2.7: Project Constraints Triangle
(Source: PMBOK, 2005)

PM framework consists of phases that are used to manage the project. A generic
lifecycle of the project consists of a number of phases that help to establish and
implement the project, as shown by Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Generic PM Lifecycle
(Source: Lock, D., 2007)

PM, as with any other discipline, has a number of benefits and obstacles, as can be seen
from the following table:

Table 2.2: Project Management Benefits and Obstacles
(Source: Kerzner, H., 2009)
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2.7. Project Management Techniques

There are a number of PM methodologies that are used to implement projects. The most
common traditional models include PMBOK and PRINCE2 and non-traditional models
include Agile and Rapid Application Development models. With traditional approaches,
organization hires the most suitable people to do the work and people have the total
commitment. Traditional PM approach reduces process overheads and can be cost
efficient, although it requires constant management and involves high risks. The
traditional approaches may be not efficient for software companies and may incur
human resources wastage due to lack of projects, whether other non-traditional
methodologies can be used by organisations to ensure efficiency. Projects that are
suitable for traditional methodologies are defined by Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Projects suitable for traditional methodologies
(Source: adapted from Wysocki, R. and McGary, R., 2003)

2.7.1. PMBOK

Project Management Institute (http://www.pmi.org) was established in 1969 and since
then has become one of international leading organisations of Project Management with
over 260,000 members in 171 countries (Meredith, J. and Mantel, S., 2009). Project
Management Body of Knowledge includes traditional practices that are widely applied
as well as innovative practices that are emerging in PM profession (PMBOK, 2005).
PMBOK is developed by PMI and was first published in 1987.
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Figure 2.9: PMI Growth History
(Source: Meredith, J. and Mantel, S., 2009)

PMBOK describes the knowledge of PM area that overlaps with other management
disciplines as shown by following Figure:

Figure 2.10: PMBOK and Management disciplines
(Source: PMBOK, 2005)

Interpersonal skills are the skills that person possesses that include ability for effective
communication, influencing other people, leadership, motivating people, problem
solving and ability to negotiate. Area knowledge includes possessing the knowledge
about functional departments and their supporting disciplines, technical elements,
management specialisation and industry groups. Understanding of project environment
is required as projects are done in social, economic, political and physical environments.
And finally, general management skills include planning, staffing, organising, executing
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and controlling operations of the organisation, which are foundation for Project
Management skills.

PMBOK states that PM framework consists of five processes, as shown by
Figure 2.11. Process in itself is ‘a set of interrelated actions and activities that are
performed to achieve pre-specified set of products, results or services’ (PMBOK,
2005).

Figure 2.11: PMBOK Process Groups
(Source: PMBOK, 2005)

Those five processes interact among each other during the project implementation
throughout the Knowledge Areas. PMBOK defines nine Knowledge Areas for the PM
as can be seen from the following figure:

Figure 2.12: PM Knowledge Areas
(Source: adapted from PMBOK, 2005)
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Each of Knowledge Areas has a number of activities. Those activities help to implement
different processes within the project and are performed during different Process
Groups as shown by following Table:

Table 2.4: Project Knowledge Areas Processes
(Source: PMBOK, 2005)

2.7.2. PRINCE2

PRINCE2 is another traditional PM technique that used for projects implementation.
PRINCE was first designed in 1989 by British Government agency – CCTA and was
based on PROMPT II. PRINCE methodology was only based on IT projects and was
not suitable for other industries rather than IT (Heemst, G and Fredriksz, H., 2006). In
1996 PRINCE2 was introduced as a generic standard for all of the projects in all of the
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industries and for all project sizes. PRINC2 was based on process-type approach to PM
and also years of practical experience from many performed projects (Heemst, G and
Fredriksz, H., 2006). It is owned by public authority – Office of Government Commerce
and it gives (Bentley, C., 2005):

 Controlled management of change by the business in terms of its investment
and return on investment;
 More efficient control of development resources;
 Active involvement of users of the final product throughout its development to
ensure the business product will meet the functional, environmental, service and
management requirements of users;

PRINCE2 is designed to be flexible and scalable, so it can be tailored to fit and meet the
particular needs of organisation (Bentley, C., 2005). The key approach to PRINCE2 is
that it differentiates management of development process from techniques involved in
development process. PRINCE2 defines a project as a ‘temporary management
environment created for purpose of delivering one or more business products according
to specified Business Case’ (Heemst, G. and Fredriksz, H., 2006). The methodology
aims to manage projects in changing environment with Business Case as a leading
element, foreseeing the involvement of all concerned and managing processes.
PRINCE2 is different in number of ways from other PM methods as it includes
(Heemst, G. and Fredriksz, H., 2006):

 The creation of stakeholder involvement at PM level;
 Focus on justification – i.e. Business Case;
 Management of risk completely integrated into life cycle of the project;
 Defined organisation structure;
 Division between technique and management;
 A controlled start, middle and end;
 Management by exception by the Project Board;
 Instruments for managing the commitment of staff and resources;
 Contracting out based on Work Packages;
 Product based planning;
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 Quality reviews;
 Controlling change is managed in PRINCE2 method.
PRINCE2 is aimed at managing the project, deployment of staff and resources in the
project and interaction between project and its environments (Heemst, G. and Fredriksz,
H., 2006). The scope of PRINCE2 model is shown by Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: PRINCE2 Scope
(Source: Gabor Heemst and Hans Fredriksz, 2006)

PRINCE2 is a process based set-up, which means that the project is carried out as a
process rather than in linear form. PRINCE2 structure consists of three parts as
described by Bentley (2005):

•

Processes – provide controlled start, progress and close to the project. It
explains what should happen and when it should be done.

•

Components – explain philosophy about different project aspects, why they are
needed and how they can be used.

•

Techniques – are optional and used to cover different needs.
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In PRINCE2, PM methodology consists of eight processes that are shown by Figure
2.14.

Figure 2.14: PRINCE2 processes
(Source: Bentley, C., 2009)

2.7.3. Agile

Agile method promotes project by the iterations through its lifecycle, where each of
iteration represents a project phase. Agile methods have existed since 1980s with
Scrum, which was first introduced in 1986 and Extreme Programming that was
introduced later in 1990’s (Chin, G., 2004). In 2000’s the agile Manifesto was
developed which represents a brief summary of agile values (Phillips, D., 2004).

Agile PM environments are those that exhibit internal and/or external
uncertainty and may require some unique expertise and posses a high level of urgency
(Chin, G., 2004). Agile PM provides some core PM methods and it also looks on how
organisations can become more effective and successful by using PM. In Agile PM the
project manager role consists of things such as coaching, leadership, providing
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resources, maintaining the vision and promoting agile principals (Larman, C., 2004).
The principals of agile method include following (Phillips, D., 2004):

 Satisfy customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable deliverable;
 Welcome change requirements even late in the development due to gain of
competitive advantage;
 Produce deliverables frequently;
 Build projects around motivated individuals;
 Promotes sustainable development;
 Continuous attention to excellence;
 Based on simplicity – reduces work that needs to be done;

Agile method is iterative and based on spiral model that is done for each iteration phase,
as can be seen from the Figure 2.15. (Johnson, B. and Higgins, J., 2007).

Figure 2.15: Agile iteration processes
(Source: Boehm, B. and Turner, R., 2003)
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With each of iteration some sort of deliverable is produced. With each of iteration the
project outcome is built incrementally and check is done to establish whether
deliverable satisfies the requirements. By doing so the deliverables are delivered
frequently and continuously, and the changes can be introduced at later stages of project
(Johnson, B. and Higgins, J., 2007). With traditional PM models, changes are not
welcomed, limited and closely controlled. Also in traditional PM techniques, the work
is controlled and monitored, where with Agile methodology projects are built around
motivated individuals, whom management trusts with delivery of projects (Johnson, B.
and Higgins, J., 2007). Figure 2.16 shows the general agile process flow within the
organisation.

Figure 2.16: Agile process flow
(Source: Boehm, B. and Turner, R., 2003)

Agile method is based on simplicity and most of agile methods promote a ‘low tech’
and ‘high touch’ to project and management (Larman, C., 2004). The method has a
number of characteristics as defined by Boehm and Turner (2003):

 Iterative – consist of several cycles;
 Incremental – produces deliverable with each iteration;
 Self-organising – teams determine the best way to handle the work;
 Emergence - processes, principals and work structures are recognised during
the project;
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Agile methodology, based on its characteristics may not suit all of the projects. The
projects for which it is suitable are shown by the following Table:

Table 2.5: Agile projects suitability
(Source: adapted from Wysocki, R. and McGary, R., 2003)

2.7.4. RAD

Rapid Application Development is another non-traditional PM model that developed its
recognition when businesses needed to respond quickly to changing and often uncertain
environment (Curtis, G. and Cobham, D., 2005). Rapid Application Development was
first introduced by James Martin in the 1980’s as a response to traditional development
processes. In our days RAD represents ‘any approach which emphasizes fast
development’ (Curtis, G. and Cobham, D., 2005). Within traditional PM methodologies,
the requirements of the project are fixed at early stage, but resources and time tends to
vary to achieve those requirements. Whether with RAD methodology, as noted by
Curtis and Cobham (2005), the opposite approach it taken, where resources and time are
fixed and requirements are allowed to change as project develops in order to meet
business objectives. RAD takes elements of other approaches, such as prototyping,
CASE, participation tools and other techniques. The aim of this approach is to increase
the speed of project development, creating schedule oriented PM practice. RAD has a
number of central concepts that include the following (Curtis, G. and Cobham, D.,
2005; Charvat, J., 2003):

 Involve business and system personnel;
 Be of defined length of time;
 Be in specially allocated ‘clean’ rooms;
 Involve a facilitator who will control the meeting, set agendas and be
responsible for steering the meetings to deliverables;
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 Project development staff is integrated, for example testers, analysts and
developers, and are dedicated to the project;
 Development phases are shorter, cyclical and very dynamic;
 Releases do not represent entire prototypes – they are usable working systems;
 Tasks and activities are performed concurrently;
 RAD makes use of changing technologies and quick decisions;
 Approach based on incremental changes, ultimately ending in a quality project
deliverable;

RAD methodology compresses analysis, design, development and test phases into a
dynamic series of shorter iterative development cycles and has a shorter project phase
that allows realizing benefits more quickly (Charvat, J., 2003). RAD consists of four
phases that are shown by the Figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17: RAD Framework
(Source: Charvat, J., 2003)

RAD is focused on creating the outcomes fast by using time-boxing to control
development time for each phase of the project. Where timeline is running late for the
phase, the low priority requirements are moved to next time-box, i.e. to the next project
phase (Keyes, J., 2003). RAD requires strong management commitment as it needs
management to approve Joint Application Design (JAD). RAD uses prototyping, where
prototype is used to build a feature light version of the finished product in short period
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of time. JAD workshop is required to examine the requirements of the project and
transform them into logical descriptions that used to develop a prototype. JAD team
examines prototype and provides feedback on its performance (Davis, W. and Yen, D.,
1998). This methodology is not suitable for mathematical and computationally-oriented
developments. RAD improves communication, cooperation and user commitment and
promotes better documentation (Davis, W. and Yen, D., 1998). There are a number of
reasons for using RAD over another PM methodologies, which include (Davis, W. and
Yen, D., 1998):

 Prevents ‘runaway’ schedule and cost overruns;
 Limits project's exposure to the forces of change;
 Move early towards the design that is required by customer and that is
practical for the developers;
 Saves development time (at the expense of cost or quality);

RAD methodology is not suitable for all of the projects, as it has specific characteristics.
The following Table shows which projects RAD works well with and with which ones
it tends to fail:

Table 2.6: RAD projects suitability
(Source: adapted from Davis, W. and Yen, D., 1998)
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2.8. Project Management Practices, Success and Failures
Based on McManus and Wood-Harper study on projects (2008), it is regretfully to see
that only one in eight IT projects can be considered truly successful based on meeting
the time, cost, quality and requirements criteria. In 2008, European Union has spent
around €142 billion in projects failures. Based on Chaos Report by Standish Group, the
defined percentage of successful projects, challenged projects and impaired (cancelled)
projects throughout the years are shown by the following pie charts:

Figure 2.18: Projects implementation rating
(Source: Chaos Report, 1994, 2002, 2009)

It can be seen from the above charts that throughout the years' projects implementation
became more successful from the time the report was first published, although the
number of projects that are successful seems to decline from 2002 to 2009. Since the
report was produced first in 1994, PM has improved as the there was more
qualifications in PM areas, better tools and techniques, but on another hand project
environment and complexity have increased while reducing time to deliver the projects
(Dominguez, J., 2009). Based on research that was done by PMI, the key reasons for
project failure were identified to be (Campbell, M. and Baker, S., 2007):
 Poor project and program management discipline;
 Lack of executive level support;
 No linkage to the business strategy;
 Wrong team members;
 No measures for evaluating success of project;
 Inability to change;
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In order to overcome project failures there are twelve basic rules that must be used by
project managers, which can help to get things done on time, within budget and to
expectations of stakeholders (Campbell, M. and Baker, S., 2007). If those rules are
broken, which will most likely happen during projects implementation, the project will
likely be doomed to fail.

Table 2.7: Rules for project success
(Source: Campbell, M. and Baker, S., 2007)

2.9. Conclusions
This chapter has described PM and the methods that are widely used by organizations to
manage projects. It examined how people, systems and tools impact on the project
performance and implementation. PM elements started appear since 1900’s and since
then have evolved to be a huge component for many organizations. PM helps companies
to deliver projects in more efficient way and increase possibility of project success.
Projects also can be managed using other management techniques rather than PM,
which may lead projects to be less efficient and increase level of failure.

As projects are used in different industries such as telecommunications, IT,
healthcare and construction, there is a difference between IT and other projects, which
is shown by the Table 2.1. IT projects take into account System Development Lifecycle
that is concerned with organising systems engineering work of the project.
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A number of PM techniques can be used to manage the project. The choice of PM
technique is very important, as it defines the way in which project will be implemented
and the efforts that will be placed into different phases of project development,
especially as people from different departments, teams and even from external sources
may need to participate in the project. PM incorporates a number of different people
that have different inputs and responsibilities on the project. The most used traditional
PM techniques include PMBOK and PRINCE2 and non-traditional PM techniques
include RAD and Agile. As PM is widely used by different market sectors and
organisations are more adaptable to PM approaches, the rate of successful projects
increases as defined by outcomes of Standish Group Chaos report findings shown by
Figure 2.18.

Chapter 3 examines in detail the concept of Knowledge Management, which is
used by many organisations to capture and share information and experiences. It
reviews the relationships between knowledge, different organisational aspects and
people processes with emphasis on how knowledge is created, captured and shared.
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3. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

3.1. Introduction
This chapter introduces the concept of Knowledge Management. It defines what KM is,
how it has progressed throughout the years and factors that are driving KM. It also
identifies what knowledge is and different types of knowledge. KM framework and its
phases are reviewed along with components of KM and challenges it has. This chapter
reviews the process of human learning as it plays a major role for KM processes. As
different technologies exist for implementing KM activities, they are identified in this
chapter along with evolution of IT and its eras. IT plays a vital role in codifying, storing
and distributing information among people, projects and organisations.

3.2. Knowledge Management

‘Knowledge management discipline is focused on systematic and innovative methods,
practices, and tools for managing the generation, acquisition, exchange, protection,
distribution, and utilization of knowledge, intellectual capital, and intangible assets’
- Montana, J., 2000
KM can be seen as a process of creation and exchange of knowledge. KM has emerged
from and tends to synthesize ideas from various disciplines, such as psychology,
philosophy and sociology and can be perceived as an ‘umbrella’ for wide spectrum of
academic orientation (Nonaka, I., 2005). KM in itself is viewed by some as a set of
practices used by organisation to create, store, use and exchange knowledge and
expertise of people or it can be seen as ‘the capacity, embodied in the brains of people
and embedded in social practices, to interpret information, transforming it into
knowledge’ (Davenport, T. and Prusak, L., 1998). KM provides a process through
which organizations create value from their intellectual and knowledge-based assets.
This value involves capturing what employees, partners and customers know and
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sharing that knowledge among employees, departments and even with other companies
in order to create best practices.

According to Davenport and Prusak (1998), many companies have instituted
knowledge processes that support such knowledge as best practices, lessons learned,
product development knowledge, customer knowledge, human resource management
knowledge and method-based knowledge. Figure 11.1 in APPENDIX B shows
organisation before and after Knowledge Management System is deployed by
organisation and Figure 11.2 in APPENDIX B shows the components of KMS in
greater detail. At present, KM is ‘a central concern - and must become a basic skill of a
modern manager’ (Sanchez, R., 2003). KM has a number of characteristics, which
include (De Long, D., Davenport, T. and Beers, M., 1997):
 Goals emphasis on value-added aspects for users;
 Support operational improvement and innovation;
 Adds value to content by filtering, synthesizing, interpreting and pruning content;
 Usually requires ongoing user contributions and feedback;
 Balanced focus on technology and culture issues in creating impacts;
 Variance in inputs to system prevents automating capture process;
KM should be given a high importance within the organisations, as based on DuPont
Research data it can be seen that a lot of professional time is spent on the tasks, which
could be initially avoided as shown by Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Time spent on organisational re-work
(Source: Fong, P., 2005)
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There are a number of internal and external forces that drive KM. The necessity of
having KM is defined by competition, market demands, evolving operating and
management practices and availability of IT. The external and internal driving forces
include (Despres, C. and Chauvel, D., 2000):

•

External Driving Factors – uncontrollable by the organisation:
 Globalisation of business and international competition;
 Sophisticated or more demanding customers;
 Sophisticated competitors that constantly innovate;
 Sophisticated suppliers with improved capabilities;

•

Internal Driving Factors – occurs from within of organisation:
 Bottlenecks in enterprise effectiveness that is limited by restrictions in
information or flow of work;
 Increased technologies capabilities;
 Understanding of human cognitive functions – people and their work
behaviour;

3.3. Knowledge Management History

KM was first introduced by Peter Drucker in 1950’s with a concept of ‘knowledge
workers’ who ‘know more about their job than anybody else in the organization’
(Drucker, P., 2007). Later, in mid 1970’s, Dorothy Leonard-Barton who was an author
of case study ‘Chaparral Steel’, has had put an effective KM strategy in place (Rhem,
A., 2006). Around the same time, the evolving computer technology started to greatly
contribute to the amount of available knowledge being produced through computer
products and processes (Rhem, A., 2006). In 1980’s the importance of KM has started
to gain weight, as amount of available knowledge was increasing, the need to manage
that knowledge had risen. And by 1990’s, a number of management consulting
companies in U.S., Europe and Japan had began practices of KM (Rhem, A., 2006).
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The Figure 3.2 shows progression of KM throughout the years since it has been
established.

Figure 3.2: KM History
(Source: adapted from Rhem, A., 2006)

3.4. Knowledge

‘“Knowledge” includes both the experience and understanding of the people in the
organization and the information artefacts, such as documents and reports, available
within the organization and in the world outside’.

-

Marwick, A. D., 2001

Knowledge is an essential component of all human processes. Knowledge can be
defined as ‘understanding gained through experience or study’, it is a ‘know-how’ or
familiarity with how to do something that enables a person to perform specialised task
or it can be an accumulation of following (Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004):

•

Facts – statement of some element of truth about a subject matter;

•

Procedural role – describes sequence of relations relative to the main;

•

Heuristic – a rule of thumb based on years of experience;

The basics of knowledge creation and exchange within the organization consist of three
steps (Sanchez, R., 2003):
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1. People in organization create knowledge;
2. Individuals and groups must interact to share knowledge and to generate new
knowledge;
3. Groups use their knowledge to take coordinated action and to jointly develop
new organizational competencies;
In organisations, knowledge consists of different information that include presentations,
models, meetings documents, risk and issue logs, reports, requirements documents,
source code, emails and other documents arising from the performed tasks. Information
on another hand is derived from the data that comes from different sources. As
described by Awad and Ghaziri (2004), the process of extracting knowledge starts from
data, which represents unorganised and unprocessed facts and is static. Data can be a
representation of numbers, words, images, pictures or sounds. Information is an
aggregation of data that makes decision making easier. It shapes the data to arrive at a
meaning in the eyes of perceiver. It is produced from processed data and has a meaning,
purpose and relevance. Information is accessible by people in organization through
networks, intranet, email, and internet or hand delivery. Knowledge is meaningful links
that people make between information and its application in action (Dixon, N., 2000).

Figure 3.3: Knowledge Pyramid
(Source: Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004)
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3.5. Human learning

As knowledge is produced by people, it is essential to understand how people think and
learn. Learning process is present in all people and is essential for living. People start to
learn things since the time they are born, for example, when a child picks-up the spoon
trying to learn how to eat. Learning comes from different sources, which then absorbed
by people’s brains and gives them the knowledge of how something is done. The
sources of learning and retention of knowledge by people’s brains from each source of
learning are shown by the following Figure:

Figure 3.4: Dale's Cone of Learning
(Source: Harkin, J., Turner, G. and Dawn, T., 2000)

Memory is an essential component of learning and it is a component of human brain
that never seems to run out of space. Memory is ‘the ability to store and retrieve
relevant experience at will’ and it is also a part of human intelligence (Awad, E. and
Ghaziri, H., 2004). Intelligence is the capacity to apply and acquire knowledge; it is the
ability to build and improve upon knowledge and to transform knowledge so it can be
used to make decisions (Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004). Learning on another hand is
the knowledge or skill that is acquired by instruction or study. As people get older, they
gain more knowledge from different sources by learning it. Learning within
organisations comes from the following sources (Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004):
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 Learning by Experience - as people do thing throughout work activities, they
gain more experience. The expert has years of experience of reworking
problems and looking into different angles for solving difficult problems.
 Learning by Example - this type of learning is based on specially constructed
examples – providing examples, cases, scenarios that develop the concept that
people are expected to learn. The expert is using the scenario to explain how a
problem is solved.
 Learning by Discovery - this is undirected approach in which people explore a
problem without the advance knowledge of the objective or problem area.

3.6. Knowledge Spiral Model

As mentioned previously in Section 3, KM can be defined as a process of capturing and
making use of company’s collective experience located anywhere in the business, for
instance on dissertation documents or in databases. This type of knowledge called
explicit knowledge. Other type of knowledge is called tacit knowledge and it is
contained in people’s heads (Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004). Interaction of tacit and
explicit knowledge was introduced by Nonaka and Takeuchi in 1990’s in the form of
Knowledge Spiral Model (Dalkir, K., 2005). The model takes its roots in holistic model
of knowledge creation, where ‘tacit and explicit knowledge forms and the
individual/group/organizational or three tier model of knowledge sharing and diffusion
are needed to create knowledge and produce the innovation’ (Dalkir, K., 2005).

Based on Knowledge Spiral Model that is shown by Figure 3.5., the knowledge
first needs to be created. The knowledge creation begins with an individual, for example
where an experienced worker creates an innovative process to save money for the
company. This makes individual knowledge to be translated into a valuable public
knowledge (Dalkir, K., 2005). This process is a core for on Knowledge Spiral Model.

Tacit knowledge is gained through learning, experience, common sense, values
and beliefs. Tacit knowledge is considered to be more valuable, although it is more
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difficult to capture into a recorded, documented or codified form (Magalhaes, R., 2004).
Explicit knowledge is codifyable and transmittable in formal language, for example
manuals and documents. Explicit knowledge needs to be evaluated, organized and made
available to the people who can use it to support the organization (Davenport, T. and
Prusak, L., 1998). Key to knowledge creation is in the way it is gathered together and
converted through technology. The Figure 3.5 shows how the conversion between tacit
and explicit knowledge is done.

Figure 3.5: Knowledge Spiral
(Source: Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004)

3.6.1. Socialization

This process includes social interactions between people that allow transferring the
knowledge through things such as observation and practice. The interactions are
done on daily basis where people communicate with each other. As noted by
Davenport and Prusak (1998), this type of knowledge ‘incorporates so much
accrued and embedded learning that its rules may be impossible to separate from
how an individual acts’. The greatest advantage of socialization is also a greatest
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drawback as this kind of knowledge is not captured or codified by the organization
(Dalkir, K., 2005).

3.6.2. Externalisation

This process allows capturing and codifying tacit knowledge into explicit form. By
doing so, the knowledge can be made available to the company’s employees.
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) has defined this process as ‘a quintessential
knowledge creation process in that tacit knowledge becomes explicit taking the
shape of metaphors, analogues, concepts, hypotheses or models’. This process
allows retaining knowledge that has been gained by experiences of organization’s
employees and it becomes tangible and permanent. This is particularly useful in case
when employee leaves the company or moves to another team as knowledge
remains available within the team or organization.

3.6.3. Combination

This process recombines existing explicit knowledge into new form. For example,
when financial report is done by gathering data from different departments within
the organization, it results in combination of knowledge from different sources into
a new representation (Dalkir, K., 2005). In this process no new knowledge is
created, but new combination occurs when ‘concepts are sorted or systematized in a
knowledge system’ (Dalkir, K., 2005). This makes knowledge of multiple experts
visible as whole within the organisation. This combination of explicit knowledge
can be shared in meetings, via documents, e-mails, or through education and
training.

3.6.4. Internalisation

In this case employee who has access to explicit knowledge uses it to improve on
their own tacit knowledge – i.e. internalise new knowledge. For example when
employee reads a manual on specific process or reads information on the company’s
intranet. Within this process the knowledge that was created is shared through the
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organization in order to broaden, extend and reframe organizational members’
knowledge (Nonaka, I. and Takeuchi, H., 2001). The internalised tacit knowledge
accumulates at the individual level and then can be shared with others through the
socialization, setting off the new spiral of knowledge creation (Nonaka, I. and
Takeuchi, H., 2001).

The processes of Knowledge Spiral do not occur in isolation, but work together in
different combinations in typical business situations. For example, knowledge creation
results from interaction of persons and tacit and explicit knowledge. Through interaction
with others, tacit knowledge is externalised and shared (Marwick, A. D., 2001).
Different technologies can be used to facilitate knowledge conversion processes shown
by Figure 3.5. The individual technologies are not in themselves Knowledge
Management solutions. Instead, when brought to market they are typically embedded in
a smaller number of solutions packages, each of which is designed to be adaptable to
solve a range of business problems (Marwick, A. D., 2001). Examples of technologies
include portals, collaboration software, and distance learning software. Each of these
can and does include several different technologies.

3.7. Knowledge Management Framework

KM is focused on the facilitation and generation of new knowledge, transferring
existing knowledge, embedding knowledge in products, services and processes
developing an environment for facilitation of knowledge growth and to provide access
to valuable knowledge form inside and outside of the company (Awad, E. and Ghaziri,
H., 2004). KM has a number of tasks and activities that are needed for successful KM
process as shown by Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: KM tasks and activities
(Source: Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004)
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Knowledge has to be captured, for example when a person is performing a task and
comes across a problem and solves that problem, the knowledge of that needs to be
captured by using emails, documents or knowledge repositories. After capturing, the
information should be organised in the way in which it can be retrieved and used to
generate knowledge. Organised information should then be refined, for example by
using Data Mining transfers of explicit knowledge from the database. When refining is
done, knowledge should be made available to people within the organisation.
Knowledge is transferred in organisation whether or not this process is managed at all
(Davenport, T. and Prusak, L., 1998). For example when employee asks a colleague on
how to put together a budget report, employee is requesting a transfer of knowledge.
These processes create a lifecycle for KM. The Knowledge Management lifecycle
consists of number of processes that are shown by Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Knowledge Life Cycle
(Source: McElroy, M., 2003)
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Based on a number of studies (Koskinen, K., Pihlanto, P. and Vanharanta, H., 2001;
Obaide, A., 2008; Fray, P., Lindner, F., Muller, A. and Wald, A., 2009; Ajmal, M. and
Koskinen, K., 2008; Prencipe, A. and Tell, F., 2001; Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004) it
can be seen that KM has a positive impact on business processes with a goal to capture
tacit knowledge required by business processes and encourage employees to share and
communicate their knowledge with peers.

3.8. Knowledge Management Challenges
Creation of successful KMS within the organization has a number of challenges. The
main key challenges include organizational culture, knowledge evaluation, processing
and implementing (Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004).

3.8.1. Culture
Culture within the organisation has a big impact on KM processes. As people are
responsible for producing the knowledge, they may not be willing to share that
knowledge with the rest of the people in organisation. This problem is known as
“knowledge hoarding”. People persuade knowledge to be a power and no one is willing
to give it up. In order to overcome this problem, people’s attitude and behaviour needs
to be changed. Organisations need to create incentives for their employees in order for
them to collaborate and share the knowledge, and to ensure that successful KMS is put
in place and used. Another problem regarding the knowledge workers is their ability or
availability of time to contribute to the knowledge repositories (Davenport, T., 2005).

3.8.2 Knowledge Evaluation
Organizations that undertake the evaluation issue have a head start on the employee’s
incentive problem and the edge on refining KM process for maximum profit. The
assessment of usability of information is crucial step for the company that wants to have
a successful KMS.
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3.8.3. Knowledge Processing
Effective KMS needs to allow organization to store and access the information, as well
as to document how decisions were reached. Techniques should be identified that allow
capturing, store, process and distributing the kind of knowledge that cannot be readily
tabulated.

3.8.4. Knowledge Implementation
Organizations must commit to change, learning and innovation if it wants to gain the
leadership in marketplace. Technology makes it possible to implement knowledge
collaboration. One of the main important tasks in KM is to extract the meaning from the
information that will have the impact on specific problems.

3.9. Knowledge Management Components

KM process consists of a number of elements that collaborate with each other as shown
by the following Figure:

Figure 3.7: KM components
(Source: Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004)
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3.9.1. People
People enable the knowledge. People are key element to KM as they are responsible for
creation of knowledge. People in an organization include knowledge workers,
managers, suppliers and customers. In order for people to successfully participate in
KM processes organization should make sure that people have all necessary
applications and tools, people whom they can contact for solutions, the associates they
can collaborate with, the email they can send and receive and the database they can
access (Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004). People are generally eager to learn more in
order to perform their job better. Also, people ask questions and challenge the standard
operating procedures and respond quickly to requests for help (Stolovitch, H., Pershing,
J. and Keeps, E., 2006). People involvement in KMS can be seen from Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: People involvement in KM
(Source: Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004)

3.9.2. Organisational Factors
Different organizations have different political and cultural aspects within them, which
can affect KM. The culture in the company with its beliefs, values and behaviours
reflects on its employees behaviours towards KM. A number of organizational aspects
exist, for example the trust levels within its culture or the degree to which making the
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mistakes is acceptable or organizational culture that can resist to changes (Stolovitch,
H., Pershing, J. and Keeps, E., 2006). People must be comfortable to communicate their
work problems with their management. The ideal organization for KM is the one where
people exchange knowledge across the functional areas of the business by using
technology and established processes. Management within the organization should
support and promote KM processes and underline their importance for the whole
organization and each of individual. Leaders should demonstrate knowledge sharing in
their own activities, such as sharing of knowledge, which supports organizational
competencies (Stolovitch, H., Pershing, J. and Keeps, E., 2006). There should be
established a number of processes within the organisation in regards to KM (Stolovitch,
H., Pershing, J. and Keeps, E., 2006):

 Well defined processes for storing and accessing knowledge;
 Attention and resources should be given in order to find out what people
don’t know;
 Training based on employee competencies;
 Employee evaluated on sharing their ideas and using ideas of others;
The elements of general Knowledge Organization are represented by the following
Figure:

Figure 3.9: Knowledge Organization
(Source: Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004)
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3.9.3. Technology

Technology enables knowledge creation and delivery. People involved in KM activities
require access to technology, which in turn should be user friendly and support
collaboration (Stolovitch, H., Pershing, J. and Keeps, E., 2006). Technology is used to
enhance communication, provide ways to capture knowledge and facilitate effective
knowledge sharing. Communication link creates network links within the organization
that helps people to collaborate. The elements of technology like speed, security,
reliability and integrity has a big impact on successful knowledge transfer process
(Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004). Technical layer for KM consists of number of
elements that are represented by following Figure:

Figure 3.10: Technical layer of KM system
(Source: Tiwana, A., 2000)

3.10. Technology and Knowledge Management

Modern technology is a vital resource for KM as it can collect, systematise, structure,
store, combine, distribute and present information of value to knowledge workers and in
our days most of KM projects involve use of IT (Gottschalk, P., 2005).
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Figure 3.11: Technological roots and influences for KM
(Source: Maier, R., 2004)

Evolution of technology within the last century, through such developments as cheap
networks for data transmission like internet is shifting the focus of economic activities
from the production and consumption of material things to the production and
consumption of information (Borghoff, U. and Pareschi, R., 1998). KM technology has
started to appear in mid-1990s’ with collaborative technologies like Lotus Notes. After
that more KM technologies were developed with emphasis on search and retrieval
abilities and also the web (Davenport, T., 2005). At present more social networks tools
are being used, such as wiki’s and blogs. As there are four main processes in KM, as
previously defined by Table 3.1, IT is used to support those four processes.
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3.10.1. Knowledge Creation Tools
IT is used to facilitate knowledge creation, as conversion of tacit to explicit knowledge
includes data warehousing and data mining, document management systems, software
agents, e-commerce tools and intranets (Gottschalk, P., 2005). Idea-generation software
is also currently gains popularity, which helps to stimulate people to produce new ideas,
opinions and choices. In 2003 a number of researches were done by Information Work
Productivity Council on the topic of information and KM, and from the research it was
established that most used technologies for handling the knowledge included Desktop
PCs, laptops, phones, shared network repositories, PDA’s and dissertation based tools
(Davenport, T., 2005).

3.10.2 Knowledge Storage and Retrieval Tools
Storage and retrieval of organisational knowledge is known as organisational memory
that includes knowledge residing in different forms such as written documentation,
structured information stored in databases, codified human knowledge stored in expert
systems, documented organisational procedures and processes (Gottschalk, P., 2005).
Advanced computer technology as well as sophisticated retrieval techniques, such as
query languages, multimedia DBs and DBMS are the tools that enhance and increase
organisational memory (Gottschalk, P., 2005). For storing knowledge, organisations
require repositories that can include Lotus Notes, Web-based intranets, Microsoft’s
Exchange supported by search engines and document management tools. Repositories
contain information like lessons learned, best practices, competitive intelligence for
strategy, planning and learning histories (Gottschalk, P., 2005). Another technology for
knowledge storage and retrieval is a Shared Network Drive where files are stored in one
common place with a number of people having access to it. A problem that arises with
this approach is that documents and files are stored in hierarchical model, which makes
it difficult to search for documents. Good naming conventions are necessary to sort files
into groups in order to simplify the search as search facilities are limited with Shared
Network Drives. The search facility of files on the network is time consuming and not
as efficient as web-based search engines, for example Google’s ability to search for
required documents within seconds.
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3.10.3 Knowledge Transfer Tools

Computer networks, electronic bulletin boards, discussion groups and forums facilitate
contact of someone who needs knowledge and someone who possess knowledge.
Corporate directories allow individuals to locate people who have knowledge that might
help them to solve the problem. KM also involves knowledge networks in form of
technical infrastructure, communication networks and set information services, as they
enable users to share information from different forces (Gottschalk, P., 2005). More
recently, Web is being more used for KM. Things like Portals, Web 2.0, wiki’s, blogs
and other web-based tools have been introduced into KM to help people to share their
knowledge. Portals and wiki’s are the web based information delivery applications that
provide a range of information and knowledge on one site. Blogs are web pages that
contain entries of commentaries, descriptions or other materials like documents or
images. With web-based applications, similarly to repositories, user is able to search for
information by querying the information base through the web (Davenport, T., 2005).

3.10.4 Knowledge Application Tools

IT supports knowledge application by embedding knowledge into organizational
routine. Procedures that are culture bound can be embedded into IT so that the system
becomes the example of organizational norms (Gottschalk, P., 2005). IT can have a
positive influence on knowledge application as it enhances knowledge integration and
application by facilitating capture, update and accessibility of organizational drivers.
For example, companies enhance the ease of access and maintenance of their directives,
like policies or standards, by making them available through the corporative intranet
(Gottschalk, P., 2005). Moreover, by increasing size of individual’s internal social
networks and increasing amount of organizational memory available, IT allows
organizational knowledge to be applied across time and space. IT can also improve
speed of knowledge integration and application by codifying and automating
organizational routines (Gottschalk, P., 2005). For example, Workflow automation
systems reduce the need for communication and coordination.
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3.11. IT Evolution

‘IT links organisations in real time without regard to geography and effectively
globalizing society’
-

McKenney, J., Copeland, D. and Mason, R., 1995.

IT has become a component of business success and is integrated in every aspect of the
business, from planning to analysis and design, operations management and strategic
decision making (Wee Kwan Tan, A. and Theodorou, P., 2009). Evolution of
technologies is characterized by decreasing costs and increasing capacity. Over the past
50 years the computer role has changed from central processor for groups in many
different functions – mainframe era - to personal aid to individuals – PCs era
(McKenney, J., Copeland, D. and Mason, R., 1995).

Figure 3.12: IT evolution
(Source: adapted from Wee Kwan Tan, A. and Theodorou, P., 2009)

3.11.1 Mainframe Era

Mainframe era is characterized by centralized computing, where all of computer needs
were serviced by powerful computers at computer centres (Wee Kwan Tan, A. and
Theodorou, P., 2009). During that era telecommunications and processing capacities
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were limited, which led organizations to set up data centres in each country as needed
(Roche, E., 1992). In this era IS systems included Transaction Processing Systems and
Management Information Systems with a motivation to provide efficiency by
monitoring and controlling operations (Wee Kwan Tan, A. and Theodorou, P., 2009).
Organizations became data heavy at the bottom and data management systems were
used to aggregate data management (Gottschalk, P., 2005).

Figure 3.13: Centralised computing
(Source: adapted from Freer, J., 1996)

3.11.2 Microcomputer Era

Microcomputer era has led to decentralised computing as computers were more
accessible to different users (Wee Kwan Tan, A. and Theodorou, P., 2009).
Microprocessors have replaced integrated circuits and allowed computers to become
smaller, faster and more powerful (Woodall, J., Rebuck, D. and Voehl, F., 1997). In
this era multiple small systems were used and remote batch processing and summary
uploading were possible. Inflexible leased-line networking of microcomputers between
different countries on regional scale became available as well as Client-Server
applications (Roche, E., 1992). In that era, the IS systems included Decision Support
Systems, Executive Support Systems, Enterprise Resource Planning, Business
Intelligence, Human Resource Management and Expert Systems. IS systems were used
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to provide effectiveness by providing information and decision support for problem
solving (Wee Kwan Tan, A. and Theodorou, P., 2009).

Figure 3.14: Decentralised Computing
(Source: adapted from Mueller, S., 2003)

3.11.3 Personal Computers Era

This era saw the rise of personal computing. Manufacturers developed chips customized
for each computer’s specific need. Computer cost came down and computers became
affordable to many personal users (Woodall, J., Rebuck, D. and Voehl, F., 1997). First
international systems were established and proliferation of packet-switched networks
took place. With this IT era the major improvements in telecommunications took place,
which allowed to link together an increased number of end users with corporate
mainframes, even on international level (Roche, E., 1992).

3.11.4 Web 2.0/Cloud Computing Era

During this era the emphasis were placed on Strategic IS due to the changing
competitive environment, so both IT and IS were developed to support business
strategic initiatives. Towards mid-1990s Internet was commercialised that created a
boom of Internet Based Business Applications (Wee Kwan Tan, A. and Theodorou, P.,
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2009). Information systems in that era included systems such as Supply Chain
Management, Customer Relationship Management, Knowledge Management and
Mobile IS, which had a motivation to create business value for the companies (Wee
Kwan Tan, A. and Theodorou, P., 2009). The improvements in distributed processing
and telecommunications as well as availability of virtual private networks made global
systems possible (Roche, E., 1992).

Figure 3.15: Distributed IT and IS
(Source: adapted from Pan, Y., 2005)

3.12. Conclusions
This chapter has introduced the concept of Knowledge Management and how the
external and internal factors drive the necessity of managing knowledge. The concept of
knowledge has existed since the human race has evolved. The knowledge comes from
learning different things, as shown by Dale’s Cone of Learning on Figure 3.4. KM
concept was first introduced in 1950s, and since then as technology grew, the
importance and usage of KM also grew. Within different companies, the knowledge
comes from data that is converted into the information. KM process includes four steps
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that include capturing, organising, refining and transferring the knowledge, which
creates a Knowledge Life Cycle as shown by Figure 3.6.

Many people, technologies and organisational factors affect KM processes and
the type of knowledge that is being produced, i.e. tacit and explicit knowledge.
Organisational culture plays a huge role on KM processes, as things like willingness and
incentives to share knowledge, organisational importance for knowledge processes and
availability of time has a big impact on how KMS will be implemented. As people are
key element in knowledge processes, people must have necessary applications, tools
and technologies to enhance communication and necessary ways and means to capture
and share knowledge. Elements of technology like speed, security, reliability and
integrity has a big impact on successful knowledge transfer process.

Technological roots and influences for KM have been shown by Figure 3.11
along with different technologies that are used for four KM steps, described in Section
3.9. Since 1950’s IT has progressed through the different eras along with KM
technology, as described by Section 3.10. Technology that supports KM has started to
appear since 1990’s with collaborative technologies like Lotus Notes. Since then more
KM technologies were developed with emphasis on search and retrieval of information.
At present more web-based and social networks tools are being used for KM, such as
wiki’s and blogs.

Chapter 4 examines KM within the project environment. As both management
techniques are gaining popularity and are widely used by many organisations worldwide, the collaboration of both is very important for successful project implementation.
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4. PROJECT KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

4.1. Introduction

This chapter examines how knowledge is managed within projects implementation. It
establishes how KM can help to improve project’s implementation and outcomes. The
sources of knowledge on the projects are reviewed as well as categories of projectcreated knowledge. Ways of how knowledge is shared within projects and organisation
and how knowledge from the projects is learned by individual, group and the
organisation are explained in this chapter. The strategies for PKM are reviewed along
with different types of knowledge coming from each of project phases. The reasons,
challenges and benefits of PKM are also explained in this chapter.

4.2. Knowledge Management in project environment

‘The benefits of knowledge transfer have long been recognized in project-based
organizations. Nevertheless, not all such organizations do an effective job of managing
the flow of knowledge in projects’.
-

Ajmal, M. and Koskinen, K., 2008

‘‘Project Knowledge Management’ is a knowledge management in project situations
and thus, the link between the principles of knowledge management and Project
Management’

-

Frey, P., Lindner, F., Muller, A. and Wald, A., 2009

Many factors influenced the emergence of PM for conducting business related activities,
which include global competition, compression of product lifecycle, new product
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development, corporate downsizing, outsourcing, customer focus and innovative
technologies. In response to such influences and in order to remain competitive
organizations need to learn how to manage knowledge that they acquire and accumulate
from projects more effectively (Love, P., Fong, P. and Irani, Z., 2003). This requires
cultural change within the organization, as there is a need to encourage learning through
reflection. Management of knowledge, whether explicit or tacit, is a necessary
prerequisite for project success in today’s dynamic and changing global environment
(Love, P., Fong, P. and Irani, Z., 2003). PM and KM components shown by Figures 2.5
and 3.7 are very similar, so both of them can overlay each other and fit. Knowledge that
comes from projects is linked to PM methodology that is used for project
implementation. Using gained knowledge to learn from failures and success that have
occurred in projects is vital for long-term sustainability and competitiveness of
businesses. Knowledge and expertise arising from IT projects are the important
resources for projects, as IT projects solve innovative and interdisciplinary tasks
(Disterer, G., 2002).

Figure 4.1: Project Knowledge Management
(Source: adapted from Stevens, M., 2002)

Although project basing is often conceived as an appropriate way of organizing for
innovation, the research on project-based learning consistently highlights the problems
involved in attempting to capture, share and diffuse knowledge and learning (Bresnen,
M., Goussevskaia, A. and Swan, J., 2004). The ability to manage knowledge includes
the capacity to create, absorb and share project-related information, which is a big part
of organization’s culture. Effective KM in project environment is about creating the
kind of organization that promotes the creation and sharing of knowledge and which
must exceed multiple cultures in order to produce a single project culture that makes use
of collective experience and information to benefit future projects (Ajmal, M. and
Koskinen, K., 2008). Figure 12.1 in APPENDIX C shows the flow of project related
knowledge within the organisation. Certain questions must be addressed in gathering
and preserving knowledge at different stages of a project (Disterer, G., 2001):
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 How is communication conducted among various members of project team?
 What types of knowledge from the project can be forwarded to others?
 What elements have improved the progress of the project, and which have
slowed it down?
 What is the progress of the project tasks during different stages?
 Which issues are critical for successful acquisition of project knowledge?
 What can be performed well and what can be improved in the next project?
 What are the particular complications during a project that can inhibit
knowledge collection and preservation, and how can these be managed?

KM in project-based organizations has a higher probability of succeeding if
management will (Ajmal, M. and Koskinen, K., 2008):

 Begin with the premise that organizations are living social systems;
 Assess and identify the organization's core culture, and align the project with it;
 Recognize that all organizations have a core culture and that the project culture
must function in accordance with the organization's core culture.

A number of studies were conducted in the last few years on topic of project
Knowledge Management, and many of them indicate that systematic “know how”
transfer from, between and within projects has significant impact on success of projects
(Frey, P., Lindner, F., Muller, A. and Wald, A., 2009).

4.3. Reasons for Project Knowledge Management

A growing complexity of projects scope means that an increasing number of technical
and social relationships and interfaces must be taken into account by project managers
in adapting knowledge and experiences from the daily work of a company and from
earlier projects. Project team members frequently need to learn things that are already
known in other contexts. In effect, they need to acquire and assimilate knowledge that
resides in organizational memory. Their effectiveness in doing this determines their
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personal effectiveness, the project's effectiveness and ultimately the company's
effectiveness (Ajmal, M. and Koskinen, K., 2008). Usually knowledge from past
projects is accumulated in individual’s minds, documents or repositories. People with
knowledge about past performed projects assigned to similar current projects, where
their knowledge can be shared to benefit project implementation.

Figure 4.2: Knowledge workers project assignment
(Source: Fong, P., 2005)

Successful PKM facilitates project-oriented organizations and people with information
required for better decision making as well as saves time and resources usage on the
projects by reasonable amount. In many cases ‘successful project completion is based
on accumulated knowledge and individual and collective competence’ (Kasvi, J. and
Hailikari, M., 2003). On projects the creation and transfer of knowledge is done for the
following reasons (De Long, D., Davenport, T. and Beers, M., 1997):

 Capturing and reusing structured knowledge. The knowledge from project or

project

phases,

such

as

project

proposals,

reports,

implementation

documentation or software code can be used to reduce the time and resources
needed to produce a new output.
 Capturing and sharing “lessons learned” from practice. Captures more

experiential knowledge that must be interpreted and adapted by the user in a new
context.
 Embed knowledge in project’s products and processes. Seeks to enhance or

create new knowledge-intensive products, services, and processes.
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 Identifying sources and networks of expertise. Includes making expertise more

visible and accessible to employees. The aim is to facilitate connections within
the projects between those people who possess knowledge and those people who
need knowledge.
 Structuring and mapping knowledge needed to enhance performance. Project

efforts, like new product development or process redesign are reduced by
making clear the specific knowledge that is needed at particular stages of the
project.
 Sharing knowledge from external sources. Unstable business environment

increases the importance of organizational intelligence systems. The electronic
information innovations combined with increasing complexity, specialization,
and speed of market changes has lifted up the knowledge component of these
systems.

4.4. Benefits of Project Knowledge Management

In order to improve success of a project, improve its management and decision making
processes, KM is very important as it can bring significant benefits. Organisations
should enforce importance of KM into their culture. Enhancing PKM can help to
shorten project schedule, reduce costs, and improve quality and customer satisfaction
(Tong, Y. and Nengmin, W., 2009). Usage of KM on projects helps to reduces errors, it
creates less work, provides more independence in time and space, generates fewer
questions, produces better decisions, reinvents fewer wheels, advances customer
relations, improves service and develops profitability (Singley, M. and Anderson, J.,
1989). General advantages of PKM include:

 Adds competitive advantage as well as reduces cost of the projects.
 The experiences and knowledge from the past projects can serve as a base for
future projects and help to solve different obstacles and issues.
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 For the people involved in the projects, such as project team members or
project managers and other stakeholders, it gives documented knowledge
information about each performed project.
 Beneficial to customers of the project, as project outcomes may be delivered in
more efficient way.
 Access to bad and good practices of the project is very important source for the
organizations, which helps to improve implementation of future projects and
help to fill in knowledge gaps.
 Facilitates organization and people with the information required for better
decision making as well as saves the time and resources usage on the projects.

4.5. Project Knowledge and Project Knowledge transfer

Knowledge form projects consists of different information that includes things such as
presentations, models, meetings documents, risk and issue logs, reports, lessons learned,
emails and other documents. Knowledge within projects comes from different sources,
as shown by the following Figure:

Figure 4.3: Project Knowledge Sources
(Source: Kerzner, H., 2006)

As underlined by Ajmal and Koskinen (2008), project managers must find ways of
preserving and utilizing knowledge within established practices of everyday teamwork.
In undertaking this task, project-based organizations require a clear understanding of the
types of knowledge and knowledge bases that should be included in effective
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knowledge-management system. Conroy and Soltan (1998) have identified three
knowledge bases in projects:

 Organization knowledge base - which includes knowledge specific to
organizations and environments in which projects are implemented;
 Project-management knowledge base - which includes knowledge of the
theory and application of Project Management;
 Project-specific knowledge base - which includes specific knowledge acquired
within the implementation of a particular project;
Conroy and Soltan (1998) also have divided project-created knowledge into three
general categories as follows:

 Technical knowledge - which relates to techniques, technologies, work
processes, costs and other things that are involved in discipline-specific issues of
the project;
 Project management knowledge - which relates to methods and procedures
required for managing the implementation of projects;
 Project-related knowledge – which refers to knowledge about the customers
and other people or entities that are of significance for the future business of the
company.

Knowledge transfer from and between projects is expert, methodological, procedural
and experiential knowledge. This knowledge contributes to overall organization
knowledge base (Frey, P., Lindner, F., Muller, A. and Wald, A., 2009). Knowledge
transfer within a project may occur at different levels in an organization - between
individuals, from individuals to explicit sources, from individuals to groups, between
groups, within groups, and from the group to the organization (Karlsen, J. T. and
Gottschalk, P., 2004). KM in project-based environments occurs (Fong, P., 2005):

 Project-to-Project (P2P) – passing the experience and ideas from one project to
another;
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 Project-to-business (P2B) – movement of experience from project teams to the
central business function;
 Business-to-Project (B2P) – dissemination and development of new skills and
competencies in central departments to project teams;

Knowledge on projects is usually established by people involved in them, which can
include a Project Manager, employees involved in the project (they can be assigned
from different teams or departments in the organisation and are not limited to the project
team), stakeholders of the project and sometimes even a customer. Experience from
previous projects, information about stakeholders and customers, knowledge about
technology and markets are examples of knowledge types that are of particular
importance for early phases of the project. Knowledge about existing solutions,
experience from scheduling and application of tools might be more interesting at the
implementation stages of the project (Frey, P., Lindner, F., Muller, A. and Wald, A.,
2009).

Table 4.1: Project learning mechanisms
(Source: Prencipe, A. and Tell, F., 2001)
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4.5.1. Project KM Categories

As already stated in Section 2, all of the projects are different and unique, it is still
possible to classify projects into different categories in accordance with a need to use
explicit and tacit knowledge in them (Koskinen, K. , Pihlanto, P. and Vanharanta, H.,
2001):

 Research, Development and Design projects.
These are the projects in which goals are not always clear. Also the resources and
procedures needed for the project implementation are often unclear. This means that
at the start of the project the possibilities to determine the future results and success
of the project are rather poor. For these kinds of projects the plentiful use of tacit
knowledge is often needed.

 Delivery and Investment projects.
These are the projects in which the goals of the projects are often clear at the
beginning of the work. Also the methods needed for the implementation of the
project are well known. This means that the possibilities to identify the results of the
project at the beginning of the project are good. For those kinds of projects the
explicit knowledge is mainly used.

The types of knowledge on the projects are represented by the tree in Figure 4.4.
(Koskinen, K., Pihlanto, P. and Vanharanta, H., 2001). The stem of the tree describes
the project output. The branches from the stem are the main activities that affect the
outcome of the project. Branches off from each of these main activities are subactivities, which together with the main activities collectively determine the outcome of
the project. The red colour on the tree represents tacit knowledge, while black colour
represents explicit knowledge. The thickness of each branch represents its importance to
the project. In an ideal case a project would have much explicit knowledge and little
tacit knowledge about the activities to be implemented. However, in practice a project
team is likely to know only a little about some important issues.
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Figure 4.4: Project knowledge
(Source: Koskinen, K., Pihlanto, P. and Vanharanta, H., 2001)

4.5.2. Project KM Strategies

According to Dr. Fong (2005), two PKM strategies can be adopted by organizations to
manage knowledge within the projects. Both of strategies are needed for a
comprehensible project work support.

 Personalization strategy
• The knowledge is tied to persons who developed it and is shared by personal
interaction, such as dialogue, workshops or meetings;
• ‘Soft’ items - stories, recollections of incidents, details about decision
processes, capitalization of lessons and experiences from given projects;
• A well-defined set of meta-knowledge which is used to determine how and
when the knowledge or content should be applied;
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Table 4.2: Personalization Knowledge-Sharing Mechanisms
(Source: Fong, P., 2005)

 Codification Strategy
• Codifying the knowledge and storing it in databases;
• ‘Hard’ project data - database records, documents, standard operating
procedures, project definition, activities, history and results;
• A knowledge base - which contains the content or knowledge that is of value to
the organization;

Table 4.3: Codification Knowledge-Sharing Mechanisms
(Source: Fong, P., 2005)

4.6. Knowledge within project phases

On the projects, data, information, knowledge and people are integrated to meet triple
constraints triangle. The knowledge process within the project is shown by the Figure
4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Knowledge within the project
(Source: Cioffi, D. F., 2002)

Knowledge is created within each of project phases. Already during project ‘Definition’
and ‘Planning’ phases the working steps, time and budgets are dedicated to capture and
transfer knowledge and expertise (Disterer, G., 2002). Those phases also define the
responsibilities, in which areas new knowledge is expected and how experiences have to
be documented, stored and perceived.

During ‘Execution’, ‘Monitoring’ and ‘Controlling’ phases of the project the
knowledge is usually created and captured as actual project work is being performed.
Activities such as “lessons learned” are done to document knowledge about the
performance of these phases. “Lessons learned” is a documentation that covers full and
detailed descriptions of identification and solution of concrete and detailed explained
problems, which can be used as examples for the future projects (Disterer, G., 2002).
“Lessons learned” and its discussion reflection covers things like technical issues,
organizational aspects or social situations and also covers approaches that are failed and
approaches that were not chosen for the implementation. Through detailed description
of problem and successful or less successful ways to solution, “lessons learned” are
considered to be a way to reveal and store the implicit knowledge (Disterer, G., 2002).
Another documentation tool for project knowledge according to Disterer (2002) is
“project profiles” which cover project characteristics and summaries. For example, for
software development project the details should be systematically stored, such as
programming environment, production environment, hardware, system software, tools,
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involved functional areas, departments and participating employees. Overall, collection
of “project profiles” provides a source of knowledge about projects and can be used to
find people or documents to get some help or support (Disterer, G., 2002). Databases
can also be created, which show the employees’ assignment to projects, so that working
experiences can be tracked. These databases would create internal ‘project yellow
pages’ where a person can find someone they can contact for a specific project problem
or knowledge.

As stated by Disterer (2002), project ‘Closing’ phase is becoming the most
important phase to identify and capture new knowledge and to prepare the knowledge
for transfer to other projects. ‘Closing’ project phase represents ‘an opportunity to
identify and secure the knowledge and experiences of team members’ (Disterer, G.,
2002). During ‘Closing’ phase the following activities allow to manage knowledge
aspect of the project:

 Post project reviews;
 Post project appraisal;
 After action review;
 Debriefing;
 Reuse planning;
 Cooperative project evaluation;
 Reflection;
 Corporate feedback cycle;
 Post installation or implementation evaluation;

Knowledge that is accumulated during projects solely depends on methodology that is
used to implement projects, which were mentioned in Section 2.6. For instance with
PMBOK methodology, the project knowledge is accumulated during implementation of
five process groups in conjunction with activities of corresponding Knowledge Areas.
When PRINCE2 methodology is used, knowledge comes from implementing each of
eight project processes. Whether with Agile and RAD methodologies, knowledge is
gathered from each of project phases as well as from each of project iterations, which
builds on the knowledge that was created during previous iterations.
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4.7. Project Knowledge Management challenges

‘While learning is generally cumulative, the discontinuous and temporary nature of
project-based systems makes challenging the rapid assimilation of new knowledge
throughout project-based organizations’.
- Landaeta, R., 2008

Most companies are not able to evaluate projects and learn from them. As underlined by
Karlsen and Gottschalk (2004), it becomes difficult to develop steady routines that
maximize knowledge flow and capture learning, both within the project and from one
project to the next. KM in project-based organizations is often a complex task, as
project teams often consist of people with diverse skills working together for a limited
period of time. Project team often includes members who have never previously worked
together and do not expect to work together again (Ajmal, M. and Koskinen, K., 2008).
Many projects lack knowledge capture, which can lead to future projects failure due to
the lack of supporting documentation. As stated by Ahmed Obaide (2008), technologies
such as “knowledge bases” and “lessons learned” systems are available to support
knowledge storage and documentation, but that documentation is rarely meant for future
projects. Documentation needed for future projects represents methods, proceedings,
outlines of precise problems, description of successful and unsuccessful solutions and a
directory of persons who posses specific knowledge and expertise.

Failure to practice effective Knowledge Management means that many projectbased organizations are unable to appraise projects and learn from them. At its simplest,
a failure to review finished project means that the past errors are likely to be repeated.
In some cases, project-based organizations can fail to learn from their mistakes for years
on end (Ajmal, M. and Koskinen, K., 2008). A number of challenges of PKM are lying
in the nature of the projects. All of the projects are unique and different, they require
different resources, and they integrate internal and external expertise and knowledge.
Organizations that are project based can lack organizational memory, routines and other
mechanisms for knowledge capturing, storing, disseminating and organizational
learning (Prencipe, A. and Tell, F., 2001).
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There are many problems exists of knowledge transfer within project environment as
‘technology can accomplish the communication of existing knowledge, but only human
social interaction can result in the creation and sharing of new knowledge’ (Ajmal, M.
and Koskinen, K., 2008). Based on that, people must be willing to participate in
knowledge transfer within projects or even organisation. Thus, it can be an issue due to
different obstacles within the organisational culture, which are represented by following
Table (Ajmal, M. and Koskinen, K., 2008, Obaide, A., 2008).

Table 4.4: PKM obstacles
(Source: adapted from Ajmal, M. and Koskinen, K., 2008, Obaide, A., 2008)

Project managers must ensure that appropriate atmosphere is created and maintained on
the projects, which allows people involved in projects to talk, discuss and exchange
knowledge. Creating a climate to facilitate the exchange of knowledge as well as
mechanisms for effective knowledge transfer increases the ability of project team
members to increase project success (Karlsen, J. T. and Gottschalk, P., 2004).

Many IT projects could be more successful if organizational culture would
support knowledge transfer and sharing process. These projects often fail because
(Cameron, D., 2002):

 No incentives to promote sharing knowledge and insight among employees;
 Little time or attention is given to identifying lessons learned from past project
failures and successes;
 Assumptions about new projects are not challenged;
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 Organization hires and promotes individuals based on technical expertise alone;
 Management is reluctant to talk about projects that did not work well;

4.8. Conclusion

This chapter has described the importance of KM within projects. Different factors,
such as global competition, new product development, corporate downsizing,
outsourcing, customer focus and innovative technologies drive the importance of
effectively managing knowledge that comes from projects. Effective KM in project
environment is about creating an organization that promotes the creation and exchange
of knowledge, which comes from different sources as shown by the Figure 4.3.

This chapter described two PKM strategies – “personalisation” and “codification”
strategies that can be used to manage knowledge by project oriented organizations. Also
it described how projects can be divided into different categories in accordance with a
need to use explicit and tacit knowledge in them. Different types of knowledge coming
from different phases of the projects were described in Section 4.5. Different reasons for
PKM were also identified along with benefits of managing knowledge on projects. Also,
the main challenges associated with PKM were examined by Section 4.6.

Next chapter reviews different PPM software that is currently available on the
market. The software is compared against each other to define the benefits and
limitations of each application and to define which PPM software is most suitable for
PKM purposes.
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5. PPM AND PKM SOFTWARE

5.1. Introduction
This chapter reviews different technologies and applications that are currently available
and mostly used by different organisations world-wide to facilitate Project and Portfolio
Management and their functionality in regards to PKM. Technologies provided by
Microsoft, IBM, CA and Planview are reviewed along with capabilities that they
provide to support KM on the projects. All of those software tools are compared with
each other further in the chapter, in order to underline the benefits and limitations of
each.

5.2. PPM and PKM software
Many different software applications are available for PM and KM. Although a number
of PKM applications that are currently available is limited, and ones that are available
have some limitations. As PKM combines functionalities of two management areas, the
applications that can fully satisfy both PM and KM without any additional supporting
software are limited. For instance PM software must have the ability to schedule project
activities, assign resources to project phases and activities, control budget and costs and
store additional documentation, for example risk register and “lessons learned”. For PM
software to be considered by organisations it ‘must facilitate interactive changes,
support high quality graphics and it must have the ability to use collaborative
capabilities provided by networks and World Wide Web’ (Baker, S., Baker, K. and
Campbell, M., 2003). As underlined by Schwalbe (2009), specialised PM software, such
as Microsoft Project, is designed especially for performing PM tasks such as creation of
network diagrams, determining critical path for the projects, creation of Gantt charts,
filtering, view and reporting of specific project time management information. Gartner
Research (2008) defined leading PPM software companies according to their usage
within the market and functionalities they provide, as shown by Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: PPM Software
(Source: Visitacion, M. and DeGennaro, T., 2009)

As underlined by Gartner Research (2008), the most popular and used Project and
Portfolio Management tools include Microsoft Project, Primavera, CA Clarity and
Planview PPM, which dominate nearly half of the market as shown by the following
Chart:

Figure 5.2: PPM Software Market Leaders
(Source: Gartner research, 2008)
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KM software on another hand helps organisations to collect and organise information,
share information among users, enhance the ability of users to collaborate and preserve
knowledge gained through the use of information so that future users can benefit from
learning of current users (Schneider, G., 2008).

5.3. Microsoft Software
Microsoft Project allows recording project related information within one organised
central PM database, which is secure and provides an easy way to manage many project
details (Bunin, R., 2008). This PM application allows managing all aspects of the
project.

Figure 5.3: Microsoft Project Software
(Source: http://office.microsoft.com)
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Microsoft Project is used by different organisations to manage projects with PM
methodologies described in Section 2.6. Microsoft Project mostly used in construction,
high-tech, healthcare, media, entertainment, public sector and higher education
industries (Wang, R. and Salunga, A., 2008). Microsoft Project includes very important
functionalities for project implementation. Those functionalities are listed by Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Microsoft Project functionality
(Source: adapted from http://office.microsoft.com)

Microsoft Project can perform all necessary tasks to successfully manage projects
implementation, as mentioned in Table 5.1. Although, Microsoft Project is very useful
for projects, it requires supporting software for managing project knowledge. For
instance, in order to share or track project-related documents and information, the
integration with Microsoft Share Point is required in order to enable teams to centrally
manage

and

track

project-related

(http://office.microsoft.com).
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documents

and

information

Microsoft Share Point can be used by organisations to enable employees to store and
share their knowledge, documents and information. It can be viewed as repository for
information and is used by many organisations as KM tool. Share Point has a lot of
features to support KM activities as shown by the Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Microsoft Share Point functionality
(Source: adapted from http://office.microsoft.com)

Share Point can be used to create the environment that encourages knowledge sharing
among employees as it allows (Williams, V., 2007):

Figure 5.5: Microsoft Share Point KM benefits
(Source: Williams, V., 2007)
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From the above Table in can be seen that Microsoft Share Point supports and facilitates
KM process described in Table 3.1, conversion of tacit and explicit knowledge as
defined by Figure 3.5 and has functionalities and tools for successful KM process
described in Section 3.9. Combination of Microsoft Share Point and Microsoft Project
provides a suitable solution for PKM. Also, Share Point would be very beneficial during
projects implementation as it would help to facilitate the communication between
different parties involved in the projects, as defined by Figure 2.6. As both of above
applications are produced by Microsoft Company, they are compatible with each other
and would provide good integration and performance.

5.4. Primavera Software
Primavera PM Software is currently produced by Oracle and is very powerful, robust,
and easy-to-use solution for globally prioritising, planning, managing and executing
projects, programs, and portfolios. It provides a single solution for managing projects of
any size; it adapts to various levels of complexities within a project, and intelligently
scales to meet the needs of various roles, functions or skill levels in organization and on
project team (http://www.oracle.com/primavera/index.html).

Figure 5.6: Primavera PPM Software
(Source: http://www.oracle.com/primavera/index.html)
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Primavera software allows performing following activities for project implementation
(Uher, T., 2003):












Charting – Critical Path, WBS, Gantt, Bar chart and other charts necessary for
managing the project;
Balance resource capacity;
Time and resource scheduling;
Updating and network compression;
Cost reporting;
Plan, schedule, and control complex projects;
Allocate best resources and track progress;
Project and activity coding ability;
Monitor and visualize project performance versus plan;
Conduct ‘what-if’ analysis, Monte-Carlo analysis and analyse alternative project
plans;

Primavera mostly used in construction, high-tech, healthcare, media, entertainment,
public sector and higher education industries (Wang, R. and Salunga, A., 2008).
Primavera includes a lot of useful functionalities for project implementation. Those
functionalities include:

Table 5.2: Primavera functionalities
(Source: http://www.oracle.com/primavera/index.html)

Primavera on its own has limited KM functionality. It does not allow storing documents
and it does not have a discussions or blog capability. Primavera provides ‘Notebook’
functionality that can be used to record comments about the project. Also ‘Work
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Products and Documents’ feature allows to maintain general information about project
documents, including links to the actual document files that are stored on network file
server, configuration management system, or Website (http://www.oracle.com/).
Primavera is placed within the IT Architecture, as shown by Figure 5.7. Primavera
makes a uses of Data Warehouse, which can be used as knowledge repository. Also
people involved in projects can use software such as Microsoft Share Point in
conjunction with Primavera software that provides the majority of functionality for KM,
as previously defined in Section 5.2.

Figure 5.7: Primavera Architecture
(Source: Taylor, P.)

5.5. Planview Software

Planview Inc. produces Planview Enterprise application that delivers visibility into and
control of project portfolios, enabling to efficiently prioritise work and make better
decisions around request management, project management, planning and resource
capacity. Planview allows analysing and managing risk, giving priorities to strategies
and setting up scenarios to prepare for emergencies on the project (Muir, N., 2006).
Planview mostly used in financial services, internal IT services and shared services
operations environments (Wang, R. and Salunga, A., 2008).
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Planview’s PM functionality allows to (www.planview.com):



Better understand actual costs and project value;



Track and report time worked and expenses against specific projects;



Track and manage risks and issues such as work slippage;



Track and display performance and trend analysis information on work,
resources, and key performance indicators;



Get quick status updates through the interactive, editable grid format;



Leverage both traditional and Agile development methodologies for
maximum flexibility;

Figure 5.8: Planview software
(Source: www.planview.com)
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Planview focuses on specific project work, featuring easy-to-use dashboards for
managing projects. Planview provides features that include the following:

Table 5.3: Planview software
(Source: www.planview.com)

For KM on the project, Planview provides collaborative facilities. First of all, it allows
creating

separate

user

roles

with

supporting

features

for

all

participants

(www.planview.com):



Product Owners - document product vision, develop user stories and prioritise
features;



Customers - provide input during demos that can be captured as new user stories;



Development Managers - populate backlog, create story subtasks, update story
points and add developers to stories;



Developers - make testing notes against stories and report effort for costing
purposes;



Resource Managers - optimise resource utilization across multiple projects and
ensure resource availability;
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Planview also has ‘community’ capability, which allows storing project
documentation, having discussions, posting messages to discussion boards and
project analytics (www.planview.com). All of those functions allow PKM processes
to be performed using Planview software.

5.6. CA Software

Clarity PPM software is produced by CA Company. Clarity system couples top-down
portfolio planning and analysis with bottom-up project, program, financial and process
management. Clarity gives the real time view into organization's investments, initiatives
and resources, and empowers managers to deliver controlled and predictable execution
of projects and programs. Clarity has a number of features as shown by the following
Figure:

Figure 5.9: Clarity functionality
(Source: adapted from http://www.ca.com)

Clarity mostly used in financial services, internal IT services, accounting and auditing,
consulting and advertising environments (Wang, R. and Salunga, A., 2008) .Clarity has
the ability for managing different projects through its functionality that includes:

 Create projects;
 Assign resources;
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Track the time and dates for resources;
Track project and project phases progress;
Track project status;
Define project budget;
Single central database of all significant projects;
Comprehensive Project Management tool with extensive reporting capability;
Resource management and capacity planning functionality;
Project Appraisal and Approval functionality;
Benefits Management tracking and realisation capability;

Figure 5.10: Clarity Software
(Source: http://www.ca.com)
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Clarity’s KM capabilities include collaboration capability, which includes discussions,
Knowledge Store and notifications. It provides document management with ability to
check in and out the documents, version control, text search, routing and approval.
Another useful KM function provided by Clarity software is portals, which allow
creating personalised pages, web content feeds and user-configurable view
(http://www.ca.com).

Different projects can be set up within Clarity. Each project can be divided into
phases and tasks that are needed to be implemented. Resources, such as people or
materials can be assigned to the overall project and to particular tasks. Many PM
activities can be done through Clarity and it has a number of charting tools like Gantt
chart, Bar chart, Pie chart, WBS and Milestone chart, which are very important for
monitoring projects implementation. Clarity tool even has the ability to be integrated
with Microsoft Project, which synchronizes external Project Management systems with
Clarity in order to keep work breakdown structures and resource assignments
coordinated and updated (http://www.ca.com/us/project-management-software.aspx).

Figure 5.11: CA Clarity Charts
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As project resources are defined and assigned to the tasks and phases of the project in
Clarity, this information can be used by other people to find a person who possess a
specific knowledge or experience. This functionality can be used as ‘Projects Yellow
Pages’ and would be very useful during Execution, Monitoring and Controlling phases
of the project as already stated in Section 4.5. Clarity also provides the functionality to
send emails to people assigned to the projects and project tasks, therefore enabling
communication among the employees.

Figure 5.12: Clarity ‘Project Yellow Pages’
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As different information about projects, for instance resource usage, performance,
budget, project owner and dates, exists on Clarity it means that this information is
codified and can be used for future projects to estimate things like resources, costs and
time of similar projects. Reports also can be produced based on this information as
shown by Figure 5.13. These reports can also be exported as PDF, Excel Data or in
RTF format, which allows this information to be distributed to the interested parties.

Figure 5.13: Clarity Reports

Clarity has functionalities that would facilitate some of KM processes, defined by Table
3.1, on projects. Clarity has the ability to store documents related to projects through the
‘Knowledge Store’ or ‘Document Manager’ functions as shown by Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Clarity Document Storage
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Documentation stored on Clarity has the tractability as the application shows details of
person who created documents, date it was changed, and Clarity also has the ability to
share documents with defined people as shown by Figure 5.15. This is very useful for
exchange and transfer of codified knowledge P2P, P2B, B2P and between the
employees as mentioned in Section 4.4.

Figure 5.15: Clarity Document Access

The ‘Externalisation’ process of knowledge conversion cycle mentioned by Figure 3.5
requires functionality like wiki’s or blogs in order to transfer tacit knowledge into
explicit. Clarity PM Software provides ‘Discussion’ functionality where people can
leave their questions and discuss project related topics which enables communication
between people and facilitates ‘Externalisation’ and ‘Internalisation’ processes.

Figure 5.16: Clarity Discussions
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Another useful functionality for PKM that Clarity tool provides is the search facility
that allows users to search for the documents using different search options as shown by
the following Figure. This functionality allows searching and retrieving the explicit
project knowledge stored within the Clarity.

Figure 5.17: Clarity Search Facility

5.7. Conclusion

All of the PPM software mentioned in this chapter is a leading PM software that used
by different companies to manage projects implementation. Forrester Research (2009)
evaluated 14 PPM vendors using 80-plus criteria and found that CA, Planview,
Microsoft and Oracle led the pack because of versatile offerings combined with strong
product and corporate focus. The following table shows the score for each of four
reviewed applications within this dissertation, based on current offering.
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Table 5.4: PPM Software Rating
(Source: Forrester Wave Research, 2007)

Forrester Research (2009) states that CA Clarity provides strong all-around offering
coupled with strong organizational commitment. CA continues to make Project
Management more accessible for more resources in the organization. Its expansion into
IT project delivery processes, such as requirements management and release planning
makes the shortlist for mature organizations that want to take their planning to the next
level. In regards to Microsoft Project, Forrester Research (2009) states that it enables
project team members to work where they prefer, leveraging Enterprise Project
Management and Share Point platform that allows delivering PPM functions from
strategic planning all the way through to individual contributors on a project. Still, as
the most project-centric of the vendors, Microsoft continues to make strides to make
managing projects more pragmatic. Forrester Research (2009) stated that Oracle’s
Primavera provides full menu of solutions that appeal to mature organizations which
want one-stop shopping. Oracle is best suited to business-driven projects with extensive
planning requirements. And finally, as underlined by Forrester Research (2009),
Planview’s visionary approach to PPM makes it the smart choice for those aiming to
mature. Planview’s strength in both core and advanced features made it the current
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offering leader. Planview’s ability to play simultaneously in IT and business PM
markets and its strong reputation for excellent customer support makes it a strong bet
for organizations looking to leverage technology to get to the next level of maturity and
effectiveness.

As defined by a Gartner Research (2008), each of PPM software packages has
its strength and weaknesses, which also depends on the company the software is
produced by, as shown by the following table:
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Table 5.5: PPM Software Strength and Weaknesses
(Source: Gartner research, 2008)

All of the mentioned PPM software provides some sort of PKM functionality, whether
it is used in conjunction with other applications or includes all necessary functionality
under ‘one roof’. For example, in order to use MS Project, the whole Microsoft suit
needs to be adopted by the company to successfully implement PKM. Whether with
Clarity or Planview, the KM facilities are available within the application.
Organisations may also use more standard methods in conjunction with PPM software,
such as email, Shared Drives or intranets to carry out PKM.

In the next chapter, the experiment is described that was performed in the form
of a survey to identify practices of KM and PKM in real-business world. The survey
was implemented and analysed in order to define how people involved in the projects
store, communicate and share their knowledge and experiences. The efficiency of
Knowledge Management in their workplace is also evaluated. Chapter 6 gives an
indication of whether people feel that an improved centralized system for storing and
sharing project knowledge will be beneficial and what kind of gaps exist in PKM
practices.
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6. PKM IN FINANCIAL ORGANISATION

6.1. Introduction
This chapter describes and evaluates an experiment, which was carried out to identify
the importance and practices of PKM in an Irish Financial organisation, as the prime
concern to this research is embedding KM into projects implementation practices. The
outcome of which have a significant implications for future projects from strategic and
organisational point of view. The experiment is presented in the form of a survey.
Survey participants were primarily chosen from staff involved in IT projects as part of
their daily work. People from different areas such as IT, Business and Development
were targeted, as all of them have roles to play on different projects and project phases.
This chapter discusses the structure of the survey and the approach that was taken to
conduct it. The survey results are examined, analysed and compared to literature review
of previous chapters of dissertation.

6.2. Financial Organizations
Financial organizations are arguably one of the most complex types of organizations in
existence by virtue of their myriad operations. Although all of them provide similar
services to the customers, their internal processes differ from one organization to
another. As underlined by Squier and Snyman (2007), in today's competitive business
environment many organisations are struggling to meet or keep up with the demands of
their clients, competitors, investors and regulators. Knowledge arising from the expertise in
financial organisations is an extremely valuable asset, which allows organisations to face
industry and customers demands. KM could potentially play a very important role, as due
to the current economical downturn and recession, many financial organisations experience
a lot of changes. Things such as senior management leaving the industry, early retirements
and reduction of employees drive KM to be one of the important processes for the
organisation, as if knowledge is not captured within the organisation it may leave together
with people. And also due to the constantly changing financial industry, many financial
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organisations require to adapt to those changes. This means that many internal processes
and ways of doing things change, many projects are implemented to deal with those
changes, which leads to new knowledge creation.

6.3. Survey Methodology
Due to time constraints and pressures of work, a self-administered questionnaire was
distributed to the survey participants. This method removes a major source of potential
bias in the responses and makes it easier for respondents to be honest about sensitive
subjects (Brace, I., 2008). The questionnaire included twenty one questions related to
knowledge elements within peoples work and projects they participate in. The survey
questions can be found in Appendix D of this dissertation. The survey questions were
created to define:

 How knowledge in general and from projects is stored, shared and
communicated.
 People’s opinions of how knowledge coming from the projects can be improved.
Questions for the survey were based on the Literature Research that was performed
in the earlier chapters of this dissertation. Some of the questions for were multiplechoice close-ended questions and others were open-ended questions that allowed
participants to express their thoughts and opinions. The test survey was distributed to a
number of people first in order to define whether the questions were understandable and
to determine if any changes should be made to improve the survey.

Prior to survey distribution, managers of each team were approached to gain an
agreement on survey conduction. The survey was distributed in January 2010 in the
form of a Microsoft Word document, which was sent to participants via the email.
Email was the most practical way to get the survey across to people located in different
teams and locations. The respondents were given a timeline for survey completion. The
survey was scheduled early, as people could be busy with their work. The earlier date
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for survey helped to avoid the risk of delays and of its late completion and also helped
to reduce the pressure on participants.

6.4. Survey Audience
The survey was aimed to define how people create, store and distribute knowledge in
their work environment and projects. The survey questions covered areas of Knowledge
Management, communication and knowledge on the projects. As the topic of the
dissertation relates to KM in project environment, people who involved in the projects
at their work, in Irish Financial organisation, were chosen to participate in the survey.
Survey was distributed to a number of employees from Operations and Technology
(O&T) Community, which comprises nearly 4,000 staff who are working together to
deliver technology, operations and enterprise change services to internally support
businesses within each organisational division.

Figure 6.1: O&T Organisational Chart

Different teams that are involved in different phases of IT projects were asked to
participate in the survey, which included the developers, testers, project managers,
project coordinators, business analysts and business customers, in order to get the
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opinions from different parties involved in the project lifecycle. Those teams are
represented by bottom blue organisational sub-divisions of O&T hierarchical
organisational chart on Figure 6.1.

6.5. Survey Results and Analysis
Data gathered from the survey was analysed using pie charts, bar charts and evaluation
of people’s opinions and response patterns. The survey results helped to define how in
general and from projects the knowledge is accumulated, stored, communicated and
shared and whether people feel comfortable with current KM and PKM practices within
their organisation.

The survey was distributed to 40 people. Only 60% of people did participate in
the survey. And the rest 40% of people were not willing or had no time to participate in
the experiment. In total, 24 people had participated and completed the survey. For the
purposes of this dissertation, the analysis of survey results is grouped into the following
categories:

 Information storage and information availability;
 Communications;
 Learning and knowledge sharing;

6.5.1. Information storage and information availability

This group of questions were focused on establishing what are the main information and
knowledge storage methods that people use at work. Those methods help to facilitate
the first step of KM framework defined by Table 3.1. Most of people use mainly
common technologies to store the information and documents, which include emails,
Shared and Personal Drives. Those technologies are used to transform tacit knowledge
into explicit form. The chart on Figure 6.2 shows the percentage of people per each of
information storage medium.
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Figure 6.2: Survey: Document storage

The survey had shown that all of three data storage methods are widely used. Although
the preference is given to Shared Drives, which is beneficial as it allows for information
to be shared with other people. With emails and Personal Drives, the information is not
shared with many people and only person who has access those mediums can access the
information. People may codify and store the information, but for it to be beneficial, it
must be constantly updated, as in current changing environment many interorganizational processes may change, as well as on the projects things like requirements
may also change. Out of all survey participants the vast majority identified that they
keep the documents up-to-date, which is shown by the following pie chart:

Figure 6.3: Survey: Documentation update

The organisation of files and folders plays a big importance in how files can be
identified and found. The organisation of documents and files is a second step of KM
framework defined by Table 3.1. From the survey it was identified that 96% of
participants do organise their files. Only one person has stated that he/she do not
organise the files, and in order to find the required file the person organises them by
“date last modified” so can find them based on when he/she was last working on them.
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The majority of participants who organises their files use the methods shown in Table
6.1.

Table 6.1: Survey: Files and Folders organisation

As majority of the people do organise their folders and files, it is important when Shared
Network Drives are used that other people are able to find required documentation with
the current files and folders organisation structure. From the Table 6.1 it can be seen
that different ways used by people to organise their files. This can be a difficulty where
Shared Drives are used, as each person can organise the files in their own way, which
may not be always clear to other people. From the survey it is identified that 75% of
participants find it easy to navigate within the Shared Drives to find the required
documents and files. And a quarter of participants find it difficult to navigate and find
the documentation, as its hard to find correct documents due to the folders being very
untidy and difficult to navigate through to find what they are looking for and the search
facility is slow and limited. Some people use Microsoft search tool to help find the
documents and files. This problem was also identified by the Literature Research on
KM within Section 3.9.2.

Figure 6.4: Survey: Shared Drives navigation
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Participants were asked if they have enough information to perform their job
successfully. The majority of people felt that they had enough information to perform
their job. Whether 46% of participants felt that there was not enough information as:

 More manuals or documents would help in performing different tasks.
 If new development is done within organisation, it might not be communicated
very well.
 More efficient training would allow improving work performance.

Figure 6.5: Survey: Availably of information for successful job implementation

The survey has identified the sources from which people accumulate knowledge and
information from projects. There are a number of standard methods exist which are used
by many organisations, as shown by the chart on Figure 6.6. Those methods identified
by a survey are similar to project knowledge sources previously defined by Section 4.4.

Figure 6.6: Survey: Accumulation of knowledge and information from projects
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Were people selected ‘other’ methods for accumulation of project knowledge defined
those methods to include:

 Knowledge transfer from other colleagues who may have more knowledge.
 Project handovers and presentations.
 Backup contacts on project and updated documentation after each change made.
 Personal research from internet.
 Pre-implementation meetings.
 One-to-one training and feedback.
 Documentation and requirements catalogues.
People were asked by the survey of what do they think are the main obstacles for
creating documentation. Most of participants stated that they do not have enough time to
create documents and codify their knowledge. The results have proved that challenges
of project knowledge described in Literature Review in Section 4.6 are the same in real
world practices.

Figure 6.7 : Survey: Obstacles for creation of documentation

6.5.2. Communications
This group of questions were focused on establishing what are the main
communications methods used by people on the projects and within organisation. The
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communication is a vital piece on the projects as well as for sharing and gaining
knowledge. Communication is a last step of KM framework defined by Table 3.1. The
survey participants were asked to define their preferred methods of communication. It
was found that around 71% of participants prefer communication directly with a person
and by means of email as shown by following bar chart.

Figure 6.8: Survey: Preferred method of communication

Although communication between people is the highest preferred method, it lacks the
ability to capture knowledge, where on another hand communication via the email has
the ability to codify the information.

Survey participants have also defined the effectiveness of communication within
the projects they are involved. From the responses it was established that around 46% of
participants felt that communication was efficient, but the majority of the people felt
that communication could be improved.

Figure 6.9: Survey: Efficiency of communication on the projects
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People who felt that communication was not efficient or efficient enough stated that
they felt that due to the reasons stated by Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 : Survey: Reasons for ineffective communication

People were asked to identify whether they were able to keep up-to-date with what is
going on within medium or large projects in organisation. Around 38% of participants
felt that it is difficult, 33% of participants felt that it could be improved and the rest felt
that it was easy as shown by Figure 6.10. People who felt difficulty keeping up-to-date
stated that the reasons for such included:

Table 6.3: Survey: Reasons for difficulty keeping up-to-date within medium or large projects
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Figure 6.10: Survey: Keeping up-to-date with what is happening within medium or large projects

From the survey responses it can be seen that majority of people experience lack of
communication within the organisation and projects. This issue reduces the ability to
transfer knowledge P2P, P2B and B2P as stated in Section 4.4. The lack of
communication leads to fundamental gaps and failures on the projects as well as reduces
ability for organisation to create internal knowledge bases that was mention by Section
4.4.

6.5.3. Learning and knowledge sharing

This group of questions were focused on establishing how people learn things at work
and how knowledge is shared within the organisation and projects. Everyone learns new
things whether in their work environment or in their day-to-day life as already discussed
in Section 3.4. A number of methods exist that are used by people to learn new things.
The survey identified how participants learn new things at their work, the outcomes of
which are shown by bar chart on Figure 6.11. Manuals and documents had proven to be
most used method, which requires the ability and willing of people to codify their
knowledge and share it with other people in organisation.
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Figure 6.11: Survey: Learning things at work

Where people indicated ‘other’ for methods of learning, they have stated those other
methods to include:

Table 6.4: Survey: Other Methods to learn things at work

Also, all of the survey participants has defined that they search for previously defined
information during the projects in order to:

 Identify what had previously been done in similar situation;
 Look for knowledge and reference;
 Use templates and examples from previous projects;
 Sometimes it is useful to use past test scripts, templates, etc.;
This indicates that people do re-use previously defined and created project knowledge in
order to stop ‘reinventing the wheel’ again, which is one of the main benefits of PKM.
All of the survey participants stated that information sharing is important for the
projects due to the following reasons:
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Table 6.5: Survey: Importance of information sharing on the projects

From a number of studies mentioned in Section 4, as well as from the survey results it
can be seen that information exchange within projects plays very important role. People
have defined a number of reasons of what they think are the benefits of information
sharing within project team. Those benefits are listed by Table 6.6.

Table 6.6 : Survey: Benefits of information sharing within project team
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Those benefits are similar to PKM benefits defined by literature review in Section 4.3.
Participants were also asked to define the disadvantages of information sharing within
project team. Around 54% of participants stated that there are no disadvantages,
whether the rest of the participants felt the disadvantages to include:

Table 6.7 : Survey: Disadvantages of information sharing within project

Participants have also identified the main barriers to information sharing within project,
which included:

Table 6.8: Survey: Barriers to information sharing on the project

In order to share the information many technologies can be used. The participants have
specified the tools that they use to share documents and information. People mostly use
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the general tools, such as email, Shared Drives or web tools as can be seen from the
following chart:

Figure 6.12: Survey: Tools to share the documents and information

Where people indicated ‘other’ for tools for sharing information, they have defined
those methods to include Infobank, Smartdoc, Intranet and hardcopy documents. Both
of most used technologies have a number of issues associated with them. For instance,
Shared Drives can be not as useful if no proper naming conventions used for file
organisation and by sharing documents via email, only the person who has an access to
email can access the information.

Participants have rated information sharing, from very good to very poor, within their
team or department. Nearly half of people felt that information sharing can be improved
as are shown by following pie-chart:

Figure 6.13: Survey: Sharing the documents and information
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In order to get or share the information, the required people must be found within
organization. The participants were asked to define whether or not it is easy to find
people who possess the required skill, experience or information. The majority of
survey participants stated that it was easy. The majority of those people have been
working within the company for a long period of time, so they have created a wide
social network with many people within organisation, which aids them to find people
with required knowledge quickly. Other 33% of participants stated that they have
difficulty of identifying the required people as shown by Figure 6.14. Other tools, rather
than social network, that are used for searching people with the organisation include
Alimail, eGuide and word of mouth.

Figure 6.14: Ability to find people with required skill

Participants who find it difficult to find required people stated that there are no people
roles or expertise showed by internal directory, which makes it difficult to identify
which people responsible for what areas and that on larger projects it is more difficult as
people don't always take ownership and responsibility. For instance, company has
internal ‘yellow pages’ – eGuide that allows searching for people within the
organisation. The problem with directory is that it does not specify person’s role or the
area of experience they possess.
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Figure 6.15: eGuide

Similarly to eGuide, Alimail does not show the expertise that people possess or the roles
people perform in the organisation.

Figure 6.16: Alimail
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People were asked what in their opinion can be done to improve the information sharing
within projects and organisation. People defined that information sharing can be
improved by:

Table 6.9: Survey: Ways to improve the information sharing

Finally, the survey participants were asked if in their opinion one centralised system
would improve the efficiency of information management. Around 8% stated that one
centralised system would not improve the efficiency of information management, as
majority of communication done through meetings, emails and phone conversations, so
one centralised system would not help to improve any of these methods. Other 92% has
stated that one centralised system will be beneficial as:

Table 6.10: Survey: One centralised system
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6.6. Conclusion
From the survey responses it was clear that the organisation uses both ‘codification’ and
‘personalisation’ PKM strategies to manage the knowledge on the projects. In O&T the
IT infrastructure is based on Personal Drives that are assigned to each person and
Shared Drive that are assigned to each team. Project team members that work together
on the projects mostly do not have access to Shared Drives of other teams, which limits
information sharing as people from different teams are usually assigned to work on the
projects. Usage of Shared Drives is very common within most of organisations. This
method overtime creates a huge amount of data, which if not constantly reviewed and
cleaned will make it harder to navigate and find the required documentation as already
previously mentioned in Section 3. Where Shared Drives are used, it was identified that
a quarter of people have difficulty in navigating and finding the required
documentation. This issue also occurs due to the lack of search facility and by not
having standard method of files organisation and structuring across the organisation.

As organisational processes change overtime as well as projects elements, the
update of existing documentation plays an important role in delivering correct and
relevant information. The majority of people do update their documentation. But from
authors own experience, due to a huge amount of information stored on Shared Drives
and constant changes within organisation, the information tend to get out-of-date.
Survey has identified a number of obstacles of why knowledge is not being documented
within the organisation. The reasons that were identified included the lack of time and
lack of motivation by people and organisation to convert tacit knowledge into explicit.
Those reasons are similar to the reasons that were identified in literature review on
PKM in Section 4.

O&T employees use different methods to create knowledge and learn new
things. The most popular method that was identified is documentation and manuals.
This means that people learn from codified explicit knowledge the most. Another proof
of such came from the question were people were asked if they search for previously
defined information during the projects. All of participants have defined that they do,
which means that codified information is being reused during the projects. Just over a
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half of surveyed people defined that they have enough knowledge and information to
perform their job successfully, whether the rest of participants felt that more
information could improve their performance. This could be done by having more
training, manuals and documents to aid people to perform tasks at work. As
communication is main element to share the information between people, projects and
organisation, it was identified that common technologies, such as email, Shared Drives
or web tools are used for sharing knowledge within O&T. Although the preferred
methods of communication was identified to be the email and talking to a person
directly. Those two methods have disadvantages, as by ‘socialisation’ process the
knowledge is not being codified, but person may understand the information better as
he/she would have the ability ask questions and by sending email the knowledge is
codified, but it only accessible by the sender and recipients. The survey showed that
there is a huge lack of communication within the company. Less than half of
participants felt that communication within the organisation is efficient and less than a
third defined that they could keep up with what is going on within medium or large
projects in organisation. Communication is one of the elements that ensures the success
of projects implementation and also is one of the twelve rules of project success defined
by Table 2.7. All of the participants indicated that information sharing is very important
within the projects as it brings a lot of benefits and improves projects implementation.
Those benefits are similar to PKM benefits defined by literature review in Section 4.3.
An additional finding that was discovered by the survey has shown that overall within
the organisation the management is better informed than non-management employees.
This would be the case for most of the organisations, but as it was not in the scope of
this project, this finding was not further explored within this dissertation. Most of
participants have identified that one centralised system would improve PKM within the
organisation.

Chapter 7 describes the experiment that was performed in form of survey to
define the usefulness of Clarity tool for managing projects and knowledge. The second
experiment was performed based on the findings of current chapter, which identified
that one centralised system would improve PKM implementation. The results of the
experiment are analysed to see whether usage of Clarity software in Financial
Organisation can improve KM process on projects.
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7. PKM SOFTWARE IN FINANCIAL ORGANISATION

7.1. Introduction

This chapter reviews software that allows implementation of PKM in an Irish Financial
organisation. It examines the introduction of a PKM software tool and its effect on the
organisation. It underlines the difference between not having and having a modern PKM
tool. PKM tool in this case is CA Clarity software, which is reviewed against PKM
requirements. This chapter describes and evaluates an experiment that identified the
satisfaction of O&T employees with Clarity software. The benefits of having a robust,
dedicated PKM tool are underlined by the experiment. The experiment was conducted
in form of survey and participants were the people who involved in different IT project
at their work. This chapter also discusses the structure of the survey and the approach
that was taken to conduct the experiment. The survey results are examined, analysed
and compared to literature review of previous chapters of dissertation.

7.2. PKM in Irish Financial Organisation

Normal practice of PKM in O&T division of Irish Financial Organisation is based on
the usage of Microsoft Project software to manage projects, usage of emails and Shared
Network Drives to exchange codified knowledge and usage of eGuide and Alimail as
internal ‘yellow pages’ to find and contact people. In 2009 Clarity tool was rolled out to
all of the employees in O&T. Prior to that, Clarity software was only used by O&T
division as the toolset for portfolio management across the enterprise. When application
was first purchased in 2007, it was only used by Project Portfolio Office (PPO) to
implement and administer portfolio management approach to IT related investments and
for driving overall programme to implement project and portfolio management. Since
introduction of Clarity to all of the O&T employees, all of the major projects are being
done through this application. Although Clarity is developed specifically for
management of the projects and project portfolios, it has the ability to support
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Knowledge Management activities during projects implementation as already
mentioned in Section 5.5.

7.3. Survey Methodology

The survey was carried out in form of self-administrated questionnaire that was created
using Survey Monkey (http://www.surveymonkey.com/). The survey included six
questions related to usability of Clarity application in relation to PKM. The survey
questions can be found in Appendix E. The questions for the survey were based on the
Clarity software review that was performed in the Section 5.5 of this dissertation. The
questions for the survey were single choice questions with an additional ability for the
users to specify their own opinions and thoughts. Prior to survey distribution, managers
of each participating team were approached to gain an agreement on survey conduction.
Survey was distributed in March 2010, with a link to online survey that was sent to
participants via the email. The survey was scheduled early as people could be busy with
their work, so the earlier date for surveys helped to avoid the risk of delays in its
completion and to reduce the pressure on the participants.

7.4. Survey Audience and Results

The survey was aimed to identify people’s opinions on Clarity usability in regards to
PKM processes. As the topic of the dissertation relates to KM in project environment,
people who involved in different IT projects at their work in Irish Financial organisation
were chosen to participate in the survey. Survey was distributed to a number of
employees from Operations and Technology Community. Data gathered from the
survey was analysed by using charts and by evaluating people’s opinions. The survey
results helped to define whether Clarity software can improve PKM processes within
the organisation. As Clarity software is relatively new to O&T, only limited number of
people was able to participate in the experiment, as not many people had the
opportunity to use and get familiar with the software.
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The survey was distributed to 17 people in O&T. Only 82% of people completed the
survey. And 18% of people were not willing or had no time to participate in the
experiment. In total, 14 people have participated in the experiment.

7.4.1. Clarity Document Management System

Participants were asked if Clarity’s built-in online ‘Document Manager’ feature is better
than other traditional methods, such as Shared Drives or email, for storing and sharing
documentation with other people involved in projects. As Clarity is relatively new, 43%
of respondents were not sure if document management capability can be useful, as they
did not yet have a chance to use this facility.

Figure 7.1: Survey – Clarity Document Management System

Another 7% of participants stated that ‘Document Manager’ is worse in comparison to
other tools and further 50% stated that ‘Document Manager’ is better than other
document storing and sharing methods due to the benefits, which are listed in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Survey – Clarity Document Management System Benefits
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‘Document Manager’ facility allows activities such as capturing and transferring
knowledge to be performed, which are the components of KM Framework mentioned in
Section 3.6.

7.4.2. Clarity Document Search Functionality

The survey identified whether Clarity’s ‘Search Functionality’ is useful search tool for
locating required documents. And again, as Clarity is new to O&T around 43% people
were not sure whether this functionality is useful, as they did not yet have a chance to
use it.

Figure 7.2: Survey – Clarity Search Functionality

Out of all participants 14% felt that the search facility is not good as its limited and that
Timesheet or Project code search is poor and it would be quicker to select all categories
and search lists sequentially. This relates to searching other elements of the project
rather than project documentation. And the rest 43% felt that Search Function is very
good as it can be useful to search the documents related to different projects.

7.4.3. Clarity Online Discussions Functionality

Survey asked participants to identify whether Clarity’s online ‘Discussions’
functionality can be useful for helping people to find answers to their questions and
discuss different topics related to the project. Around 43% of participants were not sure
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as they have not yet used this functionality. And all people who had exposure to
‘Discussions’ functionality stated that it is useful.

Figure 7.3: Survey – Clarity Online Discussions Functionality

7.4.4. Clarity Expert Finder Functionality

Survey asked if Clarity’s ‘Expert Finder’, which records who have done different
activities on past and current projects and people’s current contact details, can be useful
with current projects in order to find people with specific project knowledge.

Figure 7.4: Survey – Clarity Expert Finder Functionality

Just over a quarter of participants were not sure on the usefulness of this functionality
due to the lack of its usage. Another three quarters of people felt that this feature is
useful as:
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 It helps to avoid confusion once projects have been delivered or whilst still
ongoing, if there are a number of people working on the same project.
 Can be helpful to identify people who performed a specific task on the project.
 It could save a lot of time.

7.4.5. Clarity Resource Management Functionality

Survey asked whether Clarity’s ‘Resource Management’ that allows recording project
phases, activities, resources, timelines and other information about the project can be
useful for estimating timeliness, resources and project tasks for similar projects. Around
21% of respondents were not sure as they did not have a chance to explore this
functionality. One of the participants stated that this functionality was not useful and the
rest 66% of participants felt that ‘Resource Management’ functionality is useful as it:
 Provides useful stats on average times being put into various project stages so
that any areas of significant drain on time can be identified and if possible
improved.
 Clarity provides plenty of tools to enable the delivery manager to effectively
manage the delivery of their projects.
 If this is managed correctly, it should be easy to see what resources in what areas
are available for a project.

Figure 7.5: Survey – Clarity Resource Management Functionality
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7.4.6. Clarity Project Planning Functionality

The last question of the second experiment identified if Clarity’s ‘Project Planning’
functionality, which allows creating projects, project phases, activities, resources,
project schedules and archive project documentation can be useful for managing
projects implementation. All of the participants felt that ‘Project Planning’ function is
useful for managing projects as:

 It sounds like a "one stop shop" for Project Management and a central
repository for all project related documentation which would make life a lot
easier.
 All of the functionality mentioned above is pertinent to the successful delivery
of a project. Without one of these a project could be difficult to manage. The
more information that can be captured on a project the better.
 It allows the delivery manager to have control on the project by adding people
and monitoring time logged to it.

Figure 7.6: Survey – Clarity Project Planning Functionality

7.5. Conclusion

CA Clarity review in Section 5.5 defined that it is one of the leading software in the
market for PPM. Clarity’s functionalities in regards to PKM, which were reviewed in
this chapter shows that the software not only useful for managing projects but also can
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be used to manage knowledge related activities on projects and can be used as a
centralised system for PKM processes. For instance, as project details are recorded on
Clarity, this information can be reused for future projects. Clarity has the ability to store
documents related to each project through the ‘Knowledge Store’ or ‘Document
Manager’ facilities, which can be shared with people involved in projects, among
different projects and even within organisation. These functionalities allow exchange
and transfer of codified knowledge and allow implementing KM Framework defined in
Section 3.6. Clarity’s ability to display people assigned to specific project tasks allows
finding people with specific experience and can be used as project Knowledge Yellow
Pages. Clarity ‘Discussion’ functionality enables ‘Externalisation’ process of
knowledge conversion cycle, previously mentioned by Figure 3.5, which can be used as
blogs to discuss project related topics.

Survey results showed that people who had exposure to Clarity tool feel that it
can be useful for managing knowledge on projects. The survey was carried out by an
Irish Financial organisation, where Clarity software was introduced for management of
projects implementation in 2009. One of the limitations of the experiment was in the
fact that only a small amount of people had used the application and people who had
used it did not yet had a chance to explore all of its capabilities.

Survey results identified that 88% of all participants who had exposure to
Clarity’s built-in online ‘Document Manager’ agree that it is better than traditional
methods for storing and sharing documentation with other people involved in the
project. Around 75% of participants who had exposure to Clarity’s ‘Search Function’
defined that it is very good, as it can be useful to search documents related to different
projects. All of the people who had exposure to Clarity’s online ‘Discussions’
functionality agreed that it can be useful in order for people to find answers to their
questions and discuss different project related topics. Also all of the survey participants
who had used Clarity’s ‘Expert Finder’ functionality agree that it is useful for finding
people with specific knowledge. Around 91% of people who had used Clarity’s
‘Resource Management’ functionality felt that it is useful for estimating timeliness,
resources and project tasks for similar projects. And finally, all of the survey
participants agreed that Clarity’s ‘Project Planning’ functionality that allows creating
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projects, project phases, activities, resources, project schedules and archive project
documentation is useful for managing project implementation.

The majority of survey participants who had used Clarity’s tool functionalities
defined that Clarity has the abilities to manage different aspects of knowledge coming
from different projects. The only limitation of the survey was the fact that some of the
people did not yet have a chance to explore and use different functions that application
provides. If the survey would be carried out in two or three year’s time, the outcomes
of it would be more successful, as majority of people would be more familiar with the
tool and its capabilities.

Next chapter provides a summary of the dissertation. It discusses future work in
the area and formulates some recommendations.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

8.1. Introduction

This dissertation was set to examine management of knowledge within project
environment. The primary objective was to research PM and KM techniques and
identify how PKM is carried out in business world. A second objective was to establish
practices of KM and management of project knowledge by review the practices of PM
and PKM disciplines in Irish Financial organisation to establish success and gaps in
PKM practice. Different PPM software was reviewed and evaluated against PKM
requirements. One of the tools practices were reviewed in order to evaluate its
effectiveness for managing project knowledge. This chapter discusses the research and
conclusions reached during the completion of the dissertation. The chapter provides a
summary of the project along with the main deliverables of the research as well as
recommendations for future work.

8.2. Problem Definition and Research Overview

PKM requires KM practices and processes to be embedded into organisational culture
and project practices. PKM helps to improve organisational performance, increase its
competitiveness and improve organisational offerings and intellectual capital by
improving projects implementation. While theories of PM and KM were developed
within last century, the tools and techniques for their implementation are being
constantly introduced and produced by various companies. For PKM to be successful,
the organisational culture must support KM and provide incentives for the employees
who are willing to share knowledge without hoarding it. Usage of accumulated
knowledge to learn from failures and success that have occurred in projects is vital for
long-term sustainability and competitiveness of businesses. As already stated, a number
of studies were done in past few years on topic of PKM that indicate that systematic
‘know-how’ transfer from, between, and within projects has significant impact on
success of projects.
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The main obstacle to PKM lies in that all of the projects are unique and different and
require different skills and resources to complete them. A number of activities should be
done by organizations to facilitate successful KM on the projects. First of all the
growing complexity of project work means that an increasing number of technical and
social relationships and interfaces must be taken into account in adapting knowledge
and experiences from the daily work on the projects. Organizations that are project
based can lack organizational memory, routines and other mechanisms for knowledge
capture, storing, disseminating and organizational learning. The technology that is
capable to facilitate both PM and KM is a must, as tacit knowledge must be codified
and transferred between people, projects and organization. Project knowledge is created
from the first phase of project lifecycle, for example when responsibilities for project
activities are defined. During project implementation phases, knowledge is created and
captured as actual project work is being performed. Knowledge created in form of
‘lessons learned’, ‘project profiles’, project yellow pages, project knowledge databases
and repositories. Project closing phase also has a lot of knowledge as activities like post
project reviews, feedback and post project appraisals take place.

Technology plays an important role for successful PKM. The software programs
need to support both PM and KM to create means and ways to facilitate PKM. There are
many software applications available on the market that primary developed for PM but
which can also support KM activities. Many of applications require integration with
other software and some of which may be used as stand alone. For instance to use
Microsoft Project for PKM, integration with Microsoft Share Point is required to allow
discussions, document storage, wiki’s and blogs functionalities. CA Clarity on another
hand provides necessary features within one application, so there is no need to use
additional software.

PKM process has its own challenges and difficulties as many organizations do
not consider KM to be an important asset, so they do not embed KM practices in their
culture and employees do not see the importance of sharing knowledge with their
colleagues. KM within projects is very complex as project teams consist of people
working together for a limited period of time. Project knowledge such as knowledge
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bases and lessons learned systems are available to support knowledge storage and
documentation, but that documentation is rarely used for future projects. Failure to
practice effective Knowledge Management means that many organizations are unable to
appraise projects and learn from them. Failure to review past project means that the past
errors are likely to be repeated.

Although a lot of obstacles come on the way for successful PKM, the benefits of
managing project knowledge outweighs all the troubles organizations have to overcome
in defining PKM processes. Enhancing PKM can help to shorten project schedule,
reduce costs, improve quality and customer satisfactions, reduce errors, generate fewer
questions, produce better decisions, reinvent fewer wheels, advance customer relations,
improve service and develop profitability.

8.3. Main Deliverables of Dissertation

The main deliverables achieved in this dissertation included:
1. Primary research into KM and PKM practices within Irish Financial
organisation.
2. Review of practice and usage of Clarity PPM software to define its usability in
regards to PKM.
3. Secondary research on PM, KM and PKM, their applications, use in
organisations and resulting challenges and benefits.
4. Secondary research of PPM software technologies, their trends in market and
their features to support PKM.
5. Evaluation of PPM tools to address the PKM requirements defined by secondary
research.

8.4. Contributions to the Body of Knowledge
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This dissertation critically analysed and reviewed the difficulties and benefits of
embedding KM strategy into PM practices and organisational practices.
 KM within organisations
organisations and projects
projects
KM is not being deployed by all organisations, which require organisations to be more
proactive on underlying the importance of KM within their culture in order to
successfully manage the knowledge coming from the projects and different internal and
external sources. Effective Knowledge Management in project environment is about
creating the kind of organization that promotes the creation and sharing of knowledge
and which exceeds multiple cultures and produces a single project culture, which makes
use of collective experience and information to benefit future projects.
Organisations need to chose and provide tools that can support activities of KM
framework, as without tools the codification and exchange of knowledge will be not
possible. Although the required technology and software can be put in place in the
organisation, the success of KM will still depend on people, as people produce the
knowledge and only by having a motivation or interest people will document and share
knowledge and experience. People may lack the skills to carry out KM processes, so
training may be required to teach them about the benefits of KM realisation, the ways
how KM activities can be performed and which tools to use. After training is
implemented, management should constantly monitor employees to determine if
employees perform KM activities and encourage them to participate in KM process.
Research had shown that in practice, in Irish Financial organisation, the culture
lacks communication with its employees and people sometimes are not ‘in the know’ of
what is happening within the organisation or large projects. The research also showed
that around half of employees lack in some way the information to perform their work
successfully. This creates a disadvantage for the organisation, as employees are not
working to their best abilities and standards of work and deliverables may suffer.
Senior management and project managers need to encourage, motivate and reward their
employees in order to provide trusting culture where employees feel safe to discuss their
mistakes and share knowledge. Project managers must find ways of preserving and
utilizing knowledge within established practices of everyday teamwork. To achieve this,
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organizations require a clear understanding of the types of knowledge that should be
included in an effective knowledge-management system. Those types of knowledge
bases include organisation, project management and project specific knowledge.

Figure 8.1: PKM organisational strategy
(Source: Taya Polyaninova)

 KM framework for projects
Management of knowledge, whether explicit or tacit, is a necessary prerequisite for
project success in today’s dynamic and changing environment. In an ideal case a project
would have a lot of explicit knowledge and little of tacit knowledge, as explicit
knowledge is codified and can be reused for future project. However, in practice
projects are more likely to have more tacit knowledge rather than explicit. Knowledge
created on the project needs to be transferred between the projects, from projects to
business and from business to project in order to produce successful projects
deliverables. Knowledge transferred from and between projects contributes to overall
organization knowledge base.
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KM spiral of knowledge works in hand with project phases. For instance
‘socialisation’ process happens on the project during project meetings, post project
reviews, brainstorming sessions, workshops and project evaluations. If during project
‘socialisation’ process there is a resistance or hoarding of knowledge, the knowledge
becomes still. If during ‘externalisation’ process software tools do not support PKM
processes then knowledge also stays still. Knowledge spiral processes on projects needs
to be monitored and responsibilities for implementation of its stages need to be assigned
to project team members. As project environment matures within the organisation,
knowledge also matures.
As project progresses, knowledge moves from tacit to explicit and back to tacit
knowledge through the knowledge spiral, it is vital to ensure that knowledge is
circulated correctly through the cycle allowing project requirements to be explained and
defined, deliverables created and final product delivered to the customer as per
requirements established at the beginning of the project. It is necessary to ensure that
knowledge is not lost between project phases and during integration of phases. This
happens, for example, when different people are assigned to work on projects and they
may feel that knowledge in their head is their own knowledge, or with the project’s tight
deadlines there is not enough time to actually document and pass on the knowledge.
Often with projects some additional requirements may come along during project
implementation, which creates budget restraints. This also has implications on
management of knowledge on the projects.

Process of knowledge transfer needs to be managed from project start to its
completion. For instance when project deliverables are transferred to the customer, it is
important that all of the knowledge is transferred along with deliverables, as sometimes
information on project changes or deliverable specific information can be lost in final
phases of the project due to the rush to complete the project. As defined by primary
research, the majority of information on the projects is obtained by meetings,
brainstorming sessions and workshops. This information is not codified or documented,
which may lead to loss of information as different people are assigned to work on
different projects. The research also showed that lack of time and non-importance to
codify knowledge are the main barriers to successful PKM. Projects need to allocate
additional time in order to allow project team members to document their experiences.
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Research showed that majority of people felt the lack of communication on the
projects, although this is one of the most significant components of PM discipline. This
happens due to the culture in organisation, lack of proper tools for communication and
inability of management see the importance and requirement to properly communicate
with employees. Lack of communication leads to incorrect work being done, missing
project milestones and deadlines, it reduces quality of work and creates a negative
atmosphere among employees.
Research defined that one centralised tool is beneficial for managing projects
and knowledge coming from the projects. For instance Clarity tool can be used for
managing all of the project’s phases as well as to facilitate KM framework activities. It
was noticed in primary research part of dissertation that employees were able to adapt to
PPM tool and realise its benefits within short period of time. This shows that giving the
appropriate software to employees encourages and facilitates project knowledge
creation, reuse and sharing.

8.5. Experimentation, Evaluation and Limitation

Experimentation for this dissertation was performed in form of two surveys. The first
experiment was done to define practices of KM and PKM within large financial
organisation. The second experiment included evaluation of CA Clarity tool for
managing projects and project knowledge. This helped to establish capabilities and
usefulness of software for management of project knowledge. Overall, both of
experiments were successful. Necessary information was gathered by surveys and
evaluation of answers has helped to support the secondary research.
The first experiment was very successful, as people from different areas involved in
projects had participated in it. This resulted in a good mix of opinions from IT, business
and development areas. The experiment was evaluated in respect to KM and PKM
practices in order to identify its differences with the theory.
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The second experiment on another hand had some limitations. Those limitations
included a limited amount of people who had an exposure to CA software and the short
period of time people had to explore the software. This resulted in smaller number of
people who could participate in the experiment. Also, out of all participants a portion of
people did not yet had a chance to explore all of software features and realise their
benefits. If the experiment was performed a year or two after software was in use by the
company, the results of survey would be more firm and the amount of people available
for participation would be relatively higher.

Another obstacle that had been identified within the experiments was willing
and time availability of people to participate in the surveys. As number of people for the
second experiment was already limited, the fact that some of the people did not
participate had reduced the amount of opinions available for evaluation. As well as that,
as people work on the projects, it can be assumed that they are very busy and their time
is limited as projects usually have tight deadlines. Both of surveys completion took
time. Foreseeing that, the author had distributed the surveys as early as possible. Also
during discussion of experiments with people it was established that term ‘Knowledge
Management’ was a bit confusing for people, so instead the term ‘information’ was used
to ensure peoples’ understanding and to avoid all unnecessary confusion.

8.6. Future Work and Research

Based on the research carried out in dissertation project and subsequent results from the
experiments, the following recommendations on future work and research in the field
are proposed:

 Research into processes and procedures for managing information on the
projects in different organisations and industries would be very useful. The
research may show trends of knowledge capture and exchange on the projects.
Although, the analysis and evaluation of findings will not solve the problems
related to PKM, as it will not create a suitable PKM framework or a model that
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can be used by different companies to manage knowledge coming from the
projects.

 Development of suitable generic framework for PKM that could be used for
different projects in different industries would be very helpful, as no such
framework has yet been developed. The framework would help organisations to
improve Knowledge Management on projects, make knowledge codified and
available to other people within organisation.

 Development of software tool that specifically supports PKM. Many tools exist
that are used for management of projects. Some of them provide KM
functionalities and some require additional software in order to successfully
manage project knowledge. The software that designed specifically for
managing projects and project knowledge, that includes KM functionalities such
as knowledge repository, documents storage, yellow pages, communities of
practice, wiki’s, blogs and other KM features would be very beneficial for
project oriented organisations.

 Identification of means and ways of ensuring that knowledge is produced and
shared across projects and organisational hierarchy would be very important for
project based organisations. This would require deeper research in order to
understand the complexities of organisational and professional cultures that
motivate and guide people who are assigned to work on the projects. This is
required as in order to successfully integrate processes of sharing knowledge and
experiences within organisation and projects, it is essential to get management
commitment to PKM strategy and to create the culture within organisation that
facilitates knowledge sharing and transfer. This would also help to raise
awareness among employees on importance of capturing and sharing the
knowledge.

8.7. Conclusion
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This dissertation has identified that many obstacles and barriers exist in embedding KM
strategy with project practices. The success of PKM depends on many elements
working in conjunction with each other. Even if processes for PKM are placed within
organisation, it is important that people obey those processes and are willing to
document and share knowledge, as otherwise there will be no success. The primary
research experiments showed that when the appropriate tools and processes are put in
place, PKM practices can be adopted by organisation and projects.

This chapter had reviewed the main findings from the research on practices and
requirements of PKM within organisations. Main elements that are necessary to
implement successful PKM were identified. All of those elements would be necessary
in order to enable and encourage employees to create, document and share experiences
and knowledge that people acquired during projects implementation. Contributions to
the Body of Knowledge, in regards to PKM in organisations and KM Framework for
projects, which were identified during the implementation of dissertation, were
underlined in this chapter.

Chapter had also reviewed the experiments that were carried out as part of
dissertation and limitations and obstacles that author came across during their
implementation. Future work on the dissertation subject that was highlighted during
primary and secondary research was listed. The future work would be very beneficial
input to PKM area, as this area has a limited work done on it and requires further work
to make it more successful and to highlight its importance for project-based
organisations.
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10.

APPENDIX A – PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The following figure defines business strategy, management and leadership qualities
that are necessary for implementing projects.

Figure 10.1: Project Management within organisation
(Adapted from Chitkara, K., 2002)

The following figure defines authorities and responsibilities of Project Management
Office within the organisation.

Figure 10.2: PMO Governance
(Adapted from Hill, G., 2007)
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11. APPENDIX B - KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The following figure shows the differences of organisation before and after the
Knowledge Management System is deployed.

Figure 11.1: Organisation before and after KMS
(Adapted from Mertins, K., Heisig, P. and Vorbeck, J., 2003)

The following figure shows the elements and processes of Knowledge Management
System.

Figure 11.2: KMS Components
(Adapted from Awad, E. and Ghaziri, H., 2004)
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12.

APPENDIX C – PROJECT KNOWLEDGE

The following figure represents the flow of project related knowledge within the
organisation.

Figure 12.1: Project knowledge flow
(Adapted from Brown, E., 2008)
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13.

L

APPENDIX D – PKM SURVEY

Wh ere d o you keep all of your d ocum ents or fil e, ?
Email

o

Shared Driv e 0

Per,onal Driv e 0

Oth er

o

If you ,el ect ed 'Oth er ', pl ease specify

2.

Do you k eep your d ocum ents up-IO -d at e?

3.

Do you org ani ze your fil es (e. g. d o yo u use namin g conventions , separat e
fold er,)? Please provid e exampl e, .

~.

Wh at lOols d o th e t eam you "'ork in u se 10 share th e d ocum ents and
in fonn ation ?

5. Ho'" d o you learn thin g, at ,,'ork?
Do cum ents 'Manual ,

0

Roution

o
o

Figurativ e thinkin g

0

Thinkin g out loud

0

Oth er

o

Trainin g

If you sel ect ed 'Oth er' , pl ease specify

6. Wh ere Sh ared Driv e, used , are th e folder, org ani zed and is it ea,y 10 n avi gat e
10 find required d ocum ents ?
7. Durin g the project' , do you search for , am e typ e of in fonn ation 'pr""' 0usly
d efin ed in fonn ation ?
8. Wh at i, your preferred meth od of communi cation?
Email

o

Teleph on e

o

Meetin g'

o

In -per,on

o

Worksh op,

o

Oth er

o

If you ,el ect ed 'Oth er ', pl ease speci fy
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'f. In your opini on, i, communi cation "'ithin th e project' you are invol" ed
efficient " Please explain

10. Is it easy to keep up-to -dat e"'ith "'hat i, h appening "'ithin medium or larg e
project' , and if n ot , "'hy do you think that i,?

II. Do you f"d you hav e enough infonnui on to d o your job su cc ess fully, and if
n ot , why d o you think that i, ?

11. Please raU infonnati on sharing "'ithin your t earn department
Very goo d 0

Goo d 0

Avera.g e 0

Poor 0

Very Poor 0

13. Is it easy to find people "'h o po ss ess th e r"'luired , kill or infonnati on?
If ye" h ow could you find th e people?
If n o, "'hat are th e obstacl e, preventing you to find thos e people?

H. Ho'" d o you think infonnati on sharin g 'infonnati on acc ess can be improv ed
"'ithin your t earn organization ?
15. Do you think infonnati on sharing i, impoll ant "'ithin th e project' ? Please
explain
16. What in your opini on are th e ben efit s of infonnati on sharing "'ithin project
t earn ?
17. What , in your opini on, are th e di sadva.llIag e, of infonnati on sharing "'ithin
projectt e arn ?
18. What , in your opini on, are th e main barri ers to infonnati on sharing "'ithin th e
projectt earn ?
I 'f. What , in your opini on, are th e obstacl " , to creat e d ocumentati on ?

o Not impoll antt o my role
o Lack o ftim e
o Kn o"'i edg e" nfonnati on creation n O! consid ered impollant by
t earn department culture

o
o

I keep all th e kn o"'ledg e,l nfonnati on in my h ead
Oth er

If you ,d"ct ed 'Oth er ', pl eas e 'pecify :
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20, Ho'" d o you ac cumulat e

kn o"'l ed g ~" n fomuti on

Bninstonnin g , ession ',
Lessons

l ~am ed

Project "'orksh op'

o
o
o

from project' ?

Post project r""",'"

0

Project meetin g'

0

Oth""

0

If you , el ect ed 'Oth",, ', pl ease speci fy
21. Do you think on e centrali , ed ' ystem "'ould improve th e effici ency of
in fonn ation , harin g? Please give a bri ef ex plan ation to your an ,"'"",
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14.

APPENDIX E – PKM CLARITY SOFTWARE SURVEY

1. Document Mll n ll gement System - Ci ll rity's provides II built-in online Document Mll n ll ger.

Do you think this is better thlln trll dition ll l methods, e.g. shllred drives, em ll il, for storing li nd shllring documentlltion with other
people involved in the project?

...J
...J
...J

Wors e
Ab ou t th e sa me

Bette r

.J

Don't kno w

...J

Othe r

Plea se give brief e xpl a nat ion of your choic e

j
2 . Sellrch functlonlllily - Clll rity provides functlonllilly thllt IIl10w s sell rc hlng through 11 11 documentlliion.
00 you fee l Cill rity's s eon;h tool is good for locoting required documents?

.J
.J
.J
.J
.J

No t go od
It's okay/could be betle r
Ve ry good
DO rll krlOW
Ot her

Please give brie f

e~ p lanation

of your cho ice

3. Onlin e di s cuss io n s - Clo rlt y provides the ob ility t o publi s h discuss ions o r question s throug h 'Di s cuss ion' functlonollty .
00 you feel thOI this functlo n o lity is usef ul for helping pe o ple to find II nSwerS to the ir qu estions lind/or dis c us s diffe renl topics
re loted t o th e project?

.J
.J
.J
.J
.J

No t use ful
So mewhat u5eful
Ve ry use ful
Do n't know
Ot her

Please give brief e"pla nation of your c hoice
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